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ExemptkmBoard FederalBoards

Number

31

My BoyPassed State Seed Wheat Lieutenant Gully

McAdoo's Plea

Henry A. Gulley who is a
The State of New Mexico will
The number of claims for exem- That boy of min- e- I am feeling
The two federal exemption
great
My
today.
boy
duty
ption
and
passed
under
rye to Lieutenant in the Army and
from military
has
furnish seed wheat
boards for New Mexico have
been organized and are now re- the draft law has caused a pain- the test. I look back thru the farmers who are unable to buy stationed at Fort Riley. Kansas,
ceiving appeals from the decisions full impression in many quar- yesrs and see the chubby faced, Note and mortgage on the left with his mother for Marion
of the county exemption boards. ters but after all, does not the sturdy Jittle rascal as he runs to crop note to run one i year and 111, Monday where he will attend
The board for the northern dis- fact that no provision has yet meet his daddy coming heme draw interest at 6 percent per to some business matters and report at his post the 25th.
trict has elected Charles Spring- been made by the Government from work I feel his warm kiss annum.
upon
cheek,
my
and
G.
R.
wives
Abernathy,
support
for
and
his
Lieutenant Gully is the only
the
of
the
hear
er chairman, will maintain its
lisping
of
Agent,
support
voice
Financial
he
fathers,
says,
as
children,
loves
of his aged parents but
or
mothers
"I
meetheadquarters and hold its
my
daddy,"
I
believes
years
drafted
pass.
been
The
he can maintain them
who
see
men
have
the
ings in Santa Fe.' C. R. Brice is
message
Herbert
Hoover's
to
him
hd
for
out
goes
of
school,
as
to
many
claims
explain
these
his
pay as a soldier better
he
as
of
chairman of the board for the
sub-a- s
people
American
the
on
the
grows
grows
and
finally
law
he
?
than
exemption
gets
and
could
the
on a civillian job.
draft
Under
This board
southern district.
Con-- I He is as nearly
ject
of
Food
Production
and
big
power
daddy.
as
his
physically perthe
has
Government
the
will have its headquarters in
is
especially
servation
interesting
have
man
d
watched
you
him,
to
his
as
fect
will
require
every
see in a day and
mother
Roswell, but will hold its meeting
timely,
practicand
as
concerns
I
it
and
age
resigned.
together,
shows
between 21 and 31 years of
thru the passing
the benefit of military
in Albuquerque.
ally
every
person
in
United
the
sickness,
years,
Thoustraining,
in health and in
The Board met before seven St would seem that a great to preform military duty,
States, and m fact throughout
o'clock Tuesday morning at the many people do not yet under ands of the drafted men are . He has been a good boy-- at
the world! Do not fail to read
mother and
"The days of miracles are not
Kitchell Hotel and lahored con- stand how serious a matter it is to wage earners who married years
tinually until 11 P. M.
be selected in the draft. When ago and are the sole support of Heve him to have been a good t in this issue of the Spanish- - over yet" so declares W. II. Guth-ma- n
So long as boy. He is a man now and an- American.
anent his bean field which
They examined 41 men from a man's number was drawn, dependent families.
was destroyed by the hail storm
youngthis precinct and two from a dis- that man became a soldier the Government has made no other little cnubby-faceSanta Fe N. M. Aug. 22, last week. ' He refused to look
tance certifying them to their of the New National army of provision for the care of these ster calls him "daddy" and he
In
an
address at the annual at the ruins for several day3 but
home precincts.
Eight meni the United States. The federal dependents, it is natural that realizes a little of the love his
mooting
of the Taxpayers' As- - when he finally took notice of
who were drafted failed to ap- government does not have to go such drafted men should seek to own daddy had and has for him.
'sociation
here on Aug. 20 fowner the fiele the bean vines were
Hi daddv has reached the aire
pear and will take the examina- further and prove the man's fit- protect their loved ones by stayJ; uagerman, ras. twice a3 large as before the
tion elsewhere.
ness for service. On the contrary ing at home. I am sure that if when the years glide swiftly by bovernor
pointed out storm and the prospect is more
the
Association,
of
and
he feels the need now more
The following is the list of men it devolves upon the man to prove the Congress should promptly
n
cnac
C03C
01
ine
tate than twice as good as it was.
caPlta
Per
examined here.
his unfitness or that his useful- enact the pending war insurance than ever of his boy's love, lie
government
New
in
had The hail destroyed the half crop
Mexico
lnnVs
1 Augustine L. Hofer,
wir nn inniro..ftii
ness to the nation is actualy bill, which makes definite allowfiG in
101Q in
frnm
f
.
nvplni
tiuill I.VIT III ItXU ,J that was on the vines but the
2 Lony W. Woodward, Exempt greater elsewhere than in the ances for the support of the de- wisH'iillv.- - fnr tVio rlnvs that.
in 1917, exclusive of the rain following will make it a reYru Vip's a man nnw
Flat feet army. Until he does have his pendent wives and children, nr mnrf
$750,000 war emergency appro- cord breaker.
All the others
3 Sherman L. Woodward,
claim for exemption accepted by fathers or mothers, of our sol- and his daddy loves him more
special
legis
priation
made
the
at
hail have found
in
who
were
the
4 John Holder, Mills
and
claim
sailors,
diers
for
ex
love
than ever, with the
the duly authorized boards, he is
that has
May.
session
last
The
lature
same
conditions and
emption
the
on
about
5 M. Oswald
will
score
cease.
that
grown to maturity and is undemregarded by the law as in the seryear,
appropriation
he
this
state
proven
hail
a blessing ia
has
the
6 Juan M. Pass, Exempted sub vice, Failure to report and to This is an imperative duty of the onstrative.
When the call to
insaid,
an
$2,144,254.'
totaled
disguise,
deprive
Government.
We
cannot
ject to recall, hold himself subject to orders
arms camd and the edict went
7 Jose E. Mascaranes, Solano
will cause him to be treated as a helpless women and children of forth for all young men to reg-ist- crease of $1,000,902 over 1913,
8 John E. Brockman, Mills
the support of the
for service, the old man's and the total indebtedness- - state
deserter.
The School in the new district
county, town and school districts
by
forcing
9 William H. Jones
him
the
into
military
Why
heart
almost
should
broké,
recently
created between Roy
The United States is now at
was now $10,809.386. compared
hp
Vila
10 Orville B. Moon, Mills
service
of
country
frivn
the
unless
tn
nnlv
the
run
nn
Rnn
will start this fall with
and
Solano
war. The United States is now
j
mm
...'ilWllinin
1111
11 Bernard Trujillo
Government
iw
substitutes
as
itself
the
horrid,
Let
of
risks
thirty
war?
pupils of school age.
over
at war because its very existence
12 Telesfor Mendosa. Exempted as a republic of free men is in their support.
Imagine the em- some other boy go; his should
was
announced
the
inten"It
The people ot the district have
Lung and heart peril. Through the selective otions of the man who is called at home and be the solace of the tion of this association, " said the arranged for a house they got
13 William Weisdorfer,
former New Mexico executive, from Pink Gunn and will fix it
draft law it has summoned those into the military service of his few years left to the old man.
country
14 Charles H Welch
with
knowledge
full
that
There is a deadly fear gripping and has been its endeavor from
a school house this winter and
citizens who are believed to be
15 M F Barmnick. Mills Exempt best fitted and qualified to fight his loved ones are left without the father's old heart.
Surely the beginning, to encourage, in will build a good building later.
ed. TB for our freedom and liberty. means of support and may be re- his boy will be exempted or will every way possible, the economiDr. Sales' father arrived here
16 George E Weisdorfer
Loyal patriotic men will respond duced to want unless the charity fail to' pass the medical examina- - cal and efficient use of' the tax
this
week and is busying himself
of
17 Earl B Hindman
the community in which they tion and thus be spared to him
payers', money, and, with this in
and do their full duty. Shirkers
'
clerk,
as
.vv
T.-dayin the GdodroanT store,
18 Leo E Wood
pass and medical 'ex-- ) view, miih time has V,been eonmay be treated as deserters ajid live comes to their .relief.
19 Aaron B Haile Solano Exempt shot. Some of our smartest conIt would be nothing less than a lamination day comes. The old jsumed in the study of state, He appears to be experienced beInjuries stitutional
and international crime for a rich and just Govern-- j man has been thinking deeply. 'county,' municipal and school hind the counter.
20 Frank J. Seidel
o
lawyers are striving to show it ment to treat its fighting men ' He has cast off the deadly fear. spending, and of the general
Mrs. F. A, Roy has resigned
21 Ralph F. Thompson, Solano is unconstitutional to send solheartlessly and to subject ' Now he is afraid his son may be ministration of public funds. We
from
the Mora County Board of
22 Archie D Fisher Mills exempt diers abroad to fight. They can- their dependent wives and child- proved1 a weakling.
to
have
attempted
bring to the
I!e wants
23 Cosme C. Hernandez Mills Ex not go much further without ren, who are unable to fight, to him to stand the test, and be! public notice facts concerning Education the regular trips to
empt Heart proving that the United States greater suffering than if they proved a man sound in body-f- ree th3 cost of government and the Mora were too much for her. C.
24 Ramon Maestas, Milis
from blemish, and fit mater- great need of retrenchment. We L. Wensell has been appointed as
has no legal or moral right to could fight.
her successor and has accepted
25 Noah F. Moore
resist the Kaiser at all.
The morale of an army is as ial for an American soldier, the have po;nted out, always after
the
appointment. He believes
26 Eleas Sanchez .
The careful inquiry, how, in many
essential to its effective fighting highest type of manhood.
his
that
27 Jose M Maestas, Mills Ex
extensive knowledge of
Curt Skinner, of Mosquero, was power as guns,
specific saving could be
ammunition and fear of disaster has left him. He cases,
the
conditions
over the county
empt eyes in Roy with his family Monday
instruments of war.
Of loves his boy so much that he achieved. It is perhaps too soon will enable
ofher
him
to render valu28 Guy E Merrill
taking advantage of the August equal importance is
to expect very decided results,
the morale prays he will not fail the test.
able
assistance in the control of
29 Flake Fisher, Mills Exempt
Sales in Roy Stores. He also
The day has at last arrived Dut tne rate at wnicn results are
of the civil population which
the
rural
schools.
30 Lauriano Garcia, Salano Ex visited the
being
obtained
discouragingly
is
must support the armies in the which is to prove the boy a man
empt Flat feet
Legitimate
slow.
progress
no
t
field. We cannot have this es- or a weakling. It is a long day.
Fred Brown and family moved
31 W. L. Weaver, Mills
one would care to block. But
Mrs. Roy Entertains
sential morale unless the Nati in The old man can hardly
Eyes from the residence recently sold
32 F. E. Ivey, Exempt
government
generally
wastes so
men in the ranks still. He looks anxiously down
Mrs. F. A. F.oy entertained a
to Davenport Bros, to the G. K. camforts the
33 Leo M Wagner
legitimate
much
promost
that
to
com
the
his
is
street
son
see
if
knowledge that every
the
with
company
of ladies Tuesday after-n- o
Block Annex, which Mr. Kitchell
34 R. C. Nugen
possible will be done for mg. At last he sees him. tic gress could readily be financed
thing
in
honor
m
of Mrs. Les. All- 35 Manuel Madrid, Mills, Ex has fitted up especially for them.
can hardly wait to learn the re- from the elimination of waste." dredge and Mrs.
and
families,
their
and
them
Wilson.' The
They started at 6 A. M. and
empted Eyes
renders to the civil population at sult. The son steps up to his It is notorious, President
n afttrnoon
spent
invisiting
was
used
their
as
little
Ford
a truck.
36 Margarita Vigil. Mills
home the assistance which will father. Joy is in hi? face, his
great
declared,
a
that
fancy
and
work
luncheon
and
37 Maguil Mares
make it most effective in uphold- eyes are dancing with delight deal of property escapes taxation was served.
Fred Meffert bought an Avery
38 Francisco R. Sanchez
ing Government and the fighting "Daddy, I passed with flying and the fact is calmly accepted
The guests of honor are both
Tractor. 5 from the agent,
39 Robert Todd. Exempt Eyes
colors. I made a high grade. by the average man, "because, pioneers in Roy and
forces.
are always
J. A. Truxall, of Amarillo, who
40 Herbert W. Davis
.
What do you say?"
he
himself
strict
is
rule,
as
not
a
heartily
welcomed
back.
has been looking after the trade The nation, having been forced
41 Eulogio Esquibel
"My boy I am proud of you. ly complying with the law, beto resort to the draft hv order to You
conare a man, thank God."
Those not appearing for exam here this week. The outfit
sists of the engine and six plows create quhkly an army to save He could say no more. His heart lieving, and often with reason,
Karl and Ed Guthman and
i nation are
that if he does strictly, comply families visited last week at
costs
and
$1670.00 at Amarillo. the country, Is under a higher ob is too full
the'
for words, Of such is with the law he cannot hold his
C. Floyd Morris,
It is a fine outfit and Fred will ligation to do these things for the kingdom of home.
parental W. H. Guthman home
Henry A. Gully,
who does
start wheat farming right when its fighting forces than if a vol- - Of such are American soldiers, owu with his neighbor,
south of town. Karl tried for
y
Jacobo F. Lucero,
do so." He cited that in
not
arrives.
it
uiiLTCi
the highest type of manhood 1915 n?ni1ftrfl nrr.nnrtv valued at enlistment in the Motor Cycle
John L: Miller,
This great and rich Republic cen made Ag
divisson but has to await the
hng &s gach pride as: 1fiooA 4o4
Leo C. Woodward,
t0 the
. .VPS nciA
,rV,-11 must
uo
Will
ana
Brashears
driving
is
nut
uiLoru
lu
the
less,
draft on account of rejection as a
Amow'o'jn
rila
a
tía!
lionrt
Jacobo L. Rodriguez,
assessment, and that in that year
delivery wagon this do wha 13 Proposed in a spirit of Qne necd
Goodman
fear a3 to our nations the railroads paid 31 percent of married man. Both 'are disapLino Maestas,
as cnanty.
ana
grautuae
Downing
week.
Clifton
has
been
not
pointed in not being drawn on
welfare.
Arturo Montoya,
all the taxes, lands 29 percent,
promoted to salesman in the store. Every soldier and sailor who
the first draft list,
The Board left for Wagon
livestock 19 percent, and intang- serves his country in this war
Harold H. Aull, formerly clerk will
Mound Wednesday morning, C.L.
mail has suspend- - ible , property, such as bonds,
earn everything the propos- - The Maxwell
Pete and Dan Laumbach were
.
.
j
Springin
to
the Roy Trust and Savings ed war insurance bill provides; CP publication
driving
them
Wensell
on account ot cost stocus, money, notes ana creuas.. in town Saturday. They have
er in his car. Many claims for bank and of late of the First to be a beneficiary of the propos- - of publishing being more than only 2 percent. As an example had no end of rain lately and are
National of Tucumcari writes us
exemption have been filed,
Liwonria
to,,, Mii v,.
tn lnsft .T. Gor-- ! of omitted property he stated talking now of cutting prairie
Snrrv
V
KW!1
ill
T.l liLVV Will
to send his
quietly,
to Fort Bliss,
The day passed very
fraternity,
lie is that a total of 21, 040,286 acres hay on their ranches instead of
don from the
When we draft the
The saloons cooperated with the where he is now stationed, havof land was still unaccounted for the prairie fires they feared a few
interesting
writer.
an
we call not only him but the
police in preventing drunkenness ing enlisted to fight for his counin the tax rolls.
weeks ago. Pete is leasing some
try. He leaves a very desirable entire family to the flag; the sacReviewing the activities of thé more school land to add to his
and disorder.
solduntil
the
maintaining
them
and profitable position to volun- rifice entailed is not divisible.
association, Governor Hagerman
iers and sailors return from - the called attention to the fact that range.
The
and
wife
mothchildren,
the
teer for his country's good but
war and resume the responsi- the association had been of great
O. W. Hearn will preach at
is the kind of young men er, the father, are all involved in
that
Mrs. Ethel Harper, P. M. at
Church
Tax Commission
the
at
Roy
Christian
the
the sacrifice-th- ey
directly share bility. Let it not be said that assistance to the
we are proud of.
and to state, county, school and Mills, was á Roy visitor Monday.
ignoble
in
was
America
noble
morning and evening services
the burden of defense. They sufadShe is planning to give a recital
soldiers and municipal authorities in the
Virgil Haltom called last week fer just as much
Sundav. The subject, for the
as the soldier, the treatment of her
and
levies,
that
of
tax
justment
's-of
in the interest of the
to
be
the
"Being
fate
will
to
arrange
callous
and
sermon
to
morning
an but in a different way, and the sailors
read the
in 1915 alone the
greatEgerybody
in
this
year,
is
dependents
other
He one of our old nation must generously discharge their
Well Born."
work resulted in a saving to the at Roy, soon, announcements
stand-bylater.
time.
taxpayers of $350,000.0?.
asa proud privilege the duty of est war of all
Sheriff partido Sanchez and
Hon. Eugenio Romero came over
from Mora Monday to conduct
the business of the Exemption
Board of this county for this end
of the county. The Board met
in the office of Dr. C. Plumlee,
the other member of the Board
and organized Monday afternoon
for the work of examining drafted men.
Dr. Plumlee the Eugenio Romero succeed Dr. Hoag, of Mora
and Rafael Romero, both of whom
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day the decreasing production, as shipUnited States, on which they were acby concustomed to rely before the war. The ping becomes further shortened
less ton
destruction,
tinued
submarine
got
out
be
cannot
supply
Itusxian
Roumanian supplies re nage can be devoted to fodder, ami furWashington. Aug. 20. Herbert C. Bulgarian ami
central empire. ther reduction of the herds must enIn
of
hands
the
IIkiht, United States food adminis- The vovage from the
These destructive forces have
anil India sue.
Australia
trator, today issued to the American
long and therefore given rise to reactions in many direcas
three
times
is
public his statement covering the food
requires three times as many tons of tions. The world's supply of meat ami
situation as it now exists aud the
dairy products, of animal fats nnd Inshipping as Is required from North Atof conserving the íhhJ redustrial fats, wool and hltlesi nre nil
dan
as
twice
ports. It is also
sources of the nation to provide for lantic
Involved not only now, but for far Into
of the longer exposure
gerous
because
the future during the continuance of
the future.
been
has
There
attack.
to submarine
the war. The statement follows:
Meats.
in the South American
large
failure
Food is always more or less of a
The Immediate problem Is to fur
new Harvest inmi
the
and
countries
alproblem In every phase of its producwill not be available in nish Increased meat supplies to the
It Is hat quarter next spring. As aireaoy lies to maintain them during the war.
tion, hatulling and consumption.
urope until
a problem with every farmer, every
to'the
said, all the allied countries are aim An ImiKirtnnt factor contributing
r
and seller, eery housedisturbadlies
in
the
present
sltuutlon
rigorously
time
some
been
for
have
holder. It is a problem with every
ministering nnd economizing their ance to the world's trade by destruc
town, state and nation. And now, very
tion of shipping resulting In throwing
f.HKl.
In Belgium, the relief commisconspicuously. It is a problem with
a larger burden on North America, the
the
reduce
to
compiled
been
sion
has
three great groups of nations, namely, consumption of cereals by nearly oO nearest market. Shipments from the
the allies, the central empires and the per cent ; this brings the fsd supply Australasian, South American and
ueurrHls; in a word It is a great Interfrom the continental countries luto the
so low thnt the population are
national problem.
allied
countries have been Interfered
of labor.
The food problem today of our own
above tables it win ne with. Their contributions must be rethe
From
nation, therefore, has as Its most conplaced by Increased shipments from
seen that on normnl buses of consumpspicuous phase nn International characreNorth America.
Import
wheat
allied
the total
ter. A sufficient and recular supply tion
The growth of American meat exare 57".OiO.Of0 bushels
quirements
of food for the maintenance of the
a North American surplus of ports since the war began, most of
against
great field armies of our flighting allies 2flS.fJ0fi.0iX)
bushels find from our which have been supplied by allied naand of their no less great armies of
tions, is revealed by the following figUnited States . supplies . we must rer.,,..i.M,la
working men and working women in
,
ures :
serve a certain amount ior
Three-yea- r
the war Industries, and finally for the from which we receive vital supplies
r
averag,
maintenance of the women and chil- and also an amount to protect our
pountls.
dren In the home, is an ubsolute neYeor ending June 30, 10 10,
next year than this Inst.
better
stocks
cessity, second to no other, for the
pounds.
There Is therefore on normal con
s'lecesNfti! prosecution of the war for
The Impact of European demand
sumption a deficit of over 4iJ,ois).iJ
l.berty. In the providing of this food bushels. In the other cereals used in upon our animal products will be
for the great allied food hoI, the UnitEurope mostly for anlmul feed, the maintained for a long period of years
ed States plays a predominant part.
after peace. We can contemplate a
Import necessities of the nines on norWith the present diversion of tens of
high range of prices, for meat and
mal consumption basis nre about
millions of men from the farms into
for animal products for many yenrs to
a North American sur
against
the fighting and Industrial armies, re- plus of 050.000.000. But again a re- come. We must undertake to meet the
sulting in a marked lessening of food serve for neutrals and Increased "cur- demand not only during the war, so as
production, and the present necessity
ry over" will absorb all the margin. to enable our allies to continue to fight,
of Increasing the dally ration of other In nv event It means we must muiu- - but we must be prepared to meet the
millions of men turned from sedentary nlv our exports of these cereals 20 demand after the war. Our herd can
occupations Into those of strenuous times. However, upon the dusis or our not be Increased In a single night or
physical labor, resulting in a marked present crop prospects we should be in a single year. Our producers will
increase of consumption, this deficiency able to supply their requirements in not only be working In their own ul
between the food needs and the food
tímate Interest In laying the founda
cereals other than wheat.
production of the allies becomes great
tion of larger herds and flocks, but
Wheat Situation Difficult.
er than ever, with the consequence of
situation in wheat Is one of will serve our national Interest and the
The
a large Increase In the food quantities great difficulty and concern, and must Interest of humanity, for years to come,
imperatively needed from the United be met by an elimination of waste and If the best strains of young animals
States If the allied armies are to be reduction of consumption on the part are preserved. The Increase In herds
able to "carry on."
of the nllled peoples and ourselves, lu can only be accomplished If we save
World's Larder Examined.
more of our roughage and raise more
one word, by an effective administra
This Is a general statement of a con tion of the avnilable supply.
fodder grains. It Is worth noting that
dftion which only needs to be elabor
The allies nre unable to use other after the war Europe with lessened
They can herds will, pending their recuperation
ated In detail to show just what we
lone for bread.
have to do. The time has come when use them only as added to wheat flour require less fodder and will therefore
this detailed statement can be made. to make the war bread now In uni- produce more bread grains nnd Im
Our harvest and the harvests of Eu versal use In European countries. Ex
port less of them, so that we can after
rope can now be forecast. We can cept In Italy, whose people normally
the war safely reduce our bread grain
also survey our combined stocks of consume much corn, our allies nae production to Increase our fodder. But
food animals; in other words, the size few corn mills and cornmenl Is not a we must lay our foundation in the
of that part of the world's larder on durable commodity and therefore canmeantime to Increase our herds,
which we and the' allies cun draw for not be shipped In great quantities.
There Is only one Immediate solution
the next twelve mouths can now be esMoreover, for generations they have to the short supply of meat for ex
timated. This estimate shows at once bought bread from the bakeries; they port pending the Increase In our herds
that it contains too little for our own have no equipment nor do they know and flocks which will take years. Dur
and our allies use unless we all ad
how to bake In the household. Every Ing the course of the war, w e can, just
minister the supply with the greatest American knows that It Is Infeaslble as with the cereals, reduce the con
care and wisdom. The allied peoples to distribute corn bread from bakeries, sumption and eliminate the waste par
are energetically undertaking this ad and.lt Is therefore necessary for us ticularly among those classes which
ministration. It lies now with us to to furnish our allies with sufficient can best afford It. In the meantime, In
do our part. If we fall, the people of wheat to enable them to have a whent order to protect all of our people, we
the allies cannot be maintained at war. basis for the loaf. However, they can must carefully control our meat ex
Their soldiers cannot fight without use and must use other cereals for ports In order that the people shall not
food. A certain definitely determina
mixture In tbelr war bread, and by be denied this prime necessity of life.
hie part of that food must come from this substitution and by savings on
Dairy Products.
us. Let us then examine carefully the their part a great deal can be accomThe world's dairy supplies are de
world's larder as It nppears today, or plished. On the other hand, a deficit creasing rapidly for two Important reaso much of It as Is at our disposal.
of 400,000.000 bushels can be at least sons.
First, the dairy cattle of EuI propose to review the situation partially overcome If we can increase
rope are diminishing, for Europe is be
first, as regards the cereals, second, ns our exports from &S.000.000 to
ing driven to eat Its cattle for meat
regards food animals and their prod
or nearly triple. This can be second, the diversion of labor to war
nets, third, as regards sugar, fourth.
accomplished If we will substitute one has decreased the fodder supplies and
as regards vegetables, fifth, as regards pound of other cereals for one pound the shortage of shipping has limited
fldi and sea foods, and, finally, as re of wheat flour weekly per person ; that the amount of Imported fodder and
Is, If we reduce our consumption of therefore the cattle which can be sup
surtió our duty in the matter.
Cereals.
wheat flour from five pounds per week ported and the productivity of the indl
The 1017 harvest Is now so far ad
to four pounds per week per person. vidual cow have been reduced. Even
vanced that we may compare it with It will be no privation to ns nnd will our own dairy supplies are not keeping
previous production, and with the de- reduce the privation of our allies.
pace with our growth of population, for
Food Anímala.
mands which are going to be made on
our per capita milk supply has fallen
Owing to the ascending standard of from 00 to 75 gallons annually In the
it.
Table No. 1 Is given to show the living, the world was already strained pnst 15 yenrs. Yet today we must ship
normal peace sources of the annual to supply enough animal products to Increasing amounts of dairy product
supplies of France, Italy, the United meet the demnnd before the war
to our allies.
The war has Injected Into nn al-- i
Kingdom and Belgium, being nn averThe dairy supplies of the allies In
of
n
number
r
wly difficult situation
period
age of the three-yea- r
normal times came to a considerable
It will be seen from this table that vicious conditions which ane Jeopardiz- decree from western Scnndlnnvlo, Hoi
ing the ultimate aplmul products sup- land and Switzerland, but under Ger
Hie normal Imports of wheat lye .181.'
The production of man pressure these supplies are now
iHKI.fKK)
bushels and of other cereals ply of the world.
:i4:i,tHM),ono
bnshels. The estimate of fotlder In Europe has been diminished partly diverted to Germany. The men
the 1917 harvest In the allied countries by the diversion of productive labor to under arms nnd the wounded must be
based upon crop reports from these war, and its Import has been curtailed supplied with condensed milk In large
by shortuge In shipping nnd by the quantities.
countries, Is as follows:
The net result of these
Isolation of markets by belligerent
conditions, despite rigorous reduction
Probable Av. nor- - Deficiency
1817 proCommnl pro- - In prod'n.
lines. From these causes not only are of consumption among the adults of the
modity.
ductlon. due to war.
duction.
the aetunl numbers of animals de- civil population In Europe, Is that our
19fi.906.000
KW.675.000
Wheat .393,770.000
In Europe, but the average
creasing
26.645.000
121,109,000
allies are still short of large quantities
Corn . . ÍH 464,000
233,665,000
weight and the annual output of dairy and again the burden of the replace
670.800.000
Oats .. .3Ti.235.0tP0
31.616,000
123.201,01 0
Barley ,. 93,585.000
products per animal, are decreasing. ment of this shortage must fall on
36.841.000
78.573,0110
Rye ... .. 41,732.000
A careful estimate of the world's
North America. The growing exports
food animal position shows the follow625,662.000
of dairy products from the United
Total ..65,786.000 1,486,448.0
ing position :
States to the allies are shown lu the
In order to provide normnl consumpDecrease
following table:
tion It would therefore be necessary to
In
other
or
Increase
Tear endin
Three year
import In the next 12 months a total
decrease Decrease countries
average.
June 30,1913.
United western Including Total net
of r77,000,0)0 bushels of wheat and
13.487,000 lbs.
4,457.000 lbs.
Butter
allies enemies decrease
States
074.000,000 bushels of other cereals.
44,394.000 lbs.
3,780,000 lbs.
Cheese
28,080,000
26,750,000
8.420,000
Cattle 7.090,000
159,577,000 lbs,
The prospective position of our own Sheep 8.000,000 17,500,000 34,000,000 64,500,000 Cond. milk. 17.792,000 lbs.
8nd the Canadian harvest Is given In Hogs 6.276,000 7,100,000 31,600.000 32.426,000
The high price of fodder and meat In
ruble No. 2.
92,330.000 115,006,000
33,020,000
United States during the past few
the
crop,
Our crops, especially our corn
months Induced by the pressing Euro
The problem facing the American
cannot yet be considered as certain
pean demand has set up dangerous cur
people Is not only one of supplying
hut if all mature safely, North Amer
allies,
rents In this country, especially In
but
of
demand
the
Immediate
the
of
apparent
surplus
ica will have an
In Its those regions dependent upon butter
wheat of 208,000.000 bushels and of one which Is more
As the war goes and the sale of milk to municipalities
tther cereals of about 950,000,000 future significance.
lessening of having made It more profitable to sell
constant
a
be
will
on
there
biwhels.
the capital stock of food animals of the cattle for meat than to keep thera
Demand on Our Crops.
There
Among our western al- and produce dairy products.
The allies are Isolated from those the world.
Canada and the lies the demand outruns further every fore; the dairy cattle are decreasing
pre-wa-

0

1.339.-19:5,00- 0

be-f--

pre-wa-

.

markets, other than

The only sections In
hlch dairy products have had a rise
In price In appropriate proportion to
the Increase In most of feeds are those
producing condensed milk and cheese.
Our home milk and butter supplies
re therefore looked at In a broad way,
ecreaslng while our population Is In
creasing. This deficiency of dairy but
ter Is shown by the Increased sales of
mnrgarine, which show an Increase of
several million pounds per month over
similar periods In 1015. Dnlry butter.
owever, has qualities which render It
Milk
itnlly necessary for children.
has no substitute and Is not only Intrinsically one of our cheapest animal
foods, but Is absolutely fundamental
to the rearing of the children.
The dairy situation resolves Itself
Into several phases. First, It Is to be
hoHHl that the forthcoming abundant
harvest together with a proper restriction uimmi exports of feeding stuffs will
result In lower prices of feed and diminish the Impetus to sell the cattle
for meat. Second, the Industry needs
eiwouragement so as to Increase the
dairy herd and thus our dairy supplies,
for the sake first of our own people
and second of the allies. The people
must realize the vital dependence of
of their children, and
the
thus of the nation, upon the encourage
ment and upbuilding of the Industry.
Third, we must save the wastes in milk
ami butter during the war If we are to
In some sections.

10.811.000

TABLE

Kye

America's Production arid Needs of the
Allied Nations Set Forth What
Wt Must Do to Keep Wolf
From the Door.

79.'t-fi.-

S73 000

S1

SPANISH-AMERICA-

United States
and the West Indies. This field tins
since the war Increased Its production
by 1.000.000 tons per annum. How fur.
this demand will Interfere with the
American supply of 4,000,000 tons Is
difficult to forecast, first, because some
Increased supplies may be obtained by
the allies from the East Indies, and,
second, because the allies have re
duced their consumption to some ex

nen

,st market,, the

tent.
in any event, if all the enemies of
Germany are to be supplied, there
must be economy in consumption
everywhere.
The normal American
consumption Is about 00 pountls per

great majority ol ' thrifty peopj,
can save a little and the more
oun elements of the population can by
the--

reduction to simple living Bave much.
The final result of substituting other
products nnd saving one pound of
wheat flour, two ounces of fats, seven
ounces of sugar and seven ounces oí
meat weekly, by each person, will,
when we have multiplied this by one
hundred million, have Increased our
exports to the amounts absolutely re
quired by our allies, This means no
more than that we should eat plenty,
but eat wisely and without waste.
Food conservation has other nspecU
of utmost Importance. Wars must be
puid for by savings. We must save
n the consumption In commodities and
the consumption of unproductive In.
bor In order thut we may dfvert onr
manhood to the army and to the shops.
If by the reduction In consumption of
labor and the commodities that It produces nnd the diversion of this saving
to that labor and those commodities
demanded by the war, we shall be able
to fight to eternity. We enn mortgage
our future savings for a little while,
but a piling up of mortgages Is but a
short step toward bankruptcy. Every
atom that we save Is available for subscription to Liberty bonds.
The whole of Europe has been engaged ever since the war began In the
elimination of waste, the simplification
of life, and the increase of Its Industrial capacity. When the war Is over
the consuming power of the world will
be reduced by the loss of prosperity
and man power, and we shall enter a
period of competition without parallel
in ferocity. After the war, we must
maintain our foreign mnrkets If our
working people are to be employed.
We shall be in no position to compete
If we continue to Uve on the same
basis of waste and extravagance on
which we hnve lived hitherto. Simple,
temperate living is a moral Issue of the
first order at any time, and any other
basis of conduct during the war be
comes a wrong agnlnst the Interest of
the country and the Interest of
democracy.
The Impact of the food shortage of
Europe has knocked at every door of
the United States during the past three
years. The prices of foodstuffs have
nearly doubled, and the reverberations
of Europe's increasing shortage would
have thundered twice as loudly dur- - '
Ing the coming year even had we not
entered the war, and It can now only
be mitigated If we can exert a strong
control and this In many directions.
We are today In an era of high
prices. We must maintain prices at
such a level as will stimulate produc
tion, for we are faced by a starving
world and the value of a commodity to
the hungry is greater than Its price.
As a result of the world shortage of
supplies, our consumers have suffered
from speculation and extortion. While
wages for some kinds of labor have
Increased with the rise in food prices,
in others, It has been difficult to maintain our high standard of nutrition.
By the elimination of waste in all
classes, by the reduction In the consumption of foodstuffs by the more fortunate, we shall Increase our supplies
not only for export but for home, and
by Increased supplies we can help In
the amelioration of prices.

person per annum nnd Is Just double
the French consumption.
Vegetables.
We have this yeur a most abundant
crop of vegetables for our use as a re
sult of a patriotic endeavor almost
universal throughout the country. Our
potato harvest alone promises nn Increase from 285.000,000 bushels Inst
ear to over .400,000,000. . ,bushels this
!!!.
year. The otner vegetnmes ure likethrough
Increased
enormously
wise
the pluntlng and exteuslon of millions
The sweet potato crop
of gardens.
promises to be from 10 to 20 per cent
above what It was last year, and the
commercial crop of sweet corn for
canning purposes Is estimated to be
from 20 to 30 per cent above that of
last year. The commercial crop of
provide milk supplies to nil. We waste tomatoes for canning purposes win
large quantities of our milk value from probably be somewhere between 10
ur lack of national demand for prod and 20 per cent above what It was last
ucts of skimmed nnd sour milk.
year. There Is an Increase In the acre
Pork Products.
age of lute onions of about 54 per cent
The hog Is the most efficient of ma- over the area harvested In 1910.
llines for the production of animal at.
Fish and Sea Foods.
The hog not only makes more fat from
The waters of our cousts and lakes
a given amount of feed, but also the are enormously rich In food fish and
products made are specially cápame oí shell fish. Our streams, too, contribute
preservation and most economical for a great quantity of fish. Mauy. varie
commercial handling.
ties are now not used for huniun food,
The swine of Europe are rapidly de but are thrown away or used for ferti
creasing and the consumption demand lizer. Habit hns confined our use of
Induced by the war Is much increased,
fish to a few varieties, and Inadequate
this particularly because bacon, ham methods of commercial handling have
ant) Inrd are so adaptable for military limited our use of these largely to only
Moreover, our allies are Iso
supplies.
certain days In the week. With better
lated from many markets and a large marketing facilities, with better underamount from northern neutrals is standing of how to use the most varie
being diverted to Germany.
ties, with proper preservation by
While onr hogs have increased In sc ' 'ng and salting and by establishnumber by 3,000,000 animals, the aver- ing plants for frozen fish, we cun In
age weight at slaughter Is falling and crease greatly our supply and thus re
our production Is probably only about lieve largely the pressure due to the
maintained. The Increasing demand Inadequate supply of meut. We only
upon us since the war began Is shown
have to harvest our own fish supply.
by the following figures of comparative It feeds Itself. Every fish eaten Is
exports :
much gained In solving the pres
r
Three-year- ,
period, 1,0,k,- - that
ent problem of living. The products
G14.00 pounds.
of the land aif conserved by eating
Year endiug June 30. 1910, 1,512,- - those of the sea.
376,000 pounds.
Our Duty.
Wool and Leather.
I have endeavored to show In previOur national supply of both wool
world Is short of
nnd leather are less than our needs, ous articles that the
confronted with
Is
Europe
that
food;
and we are Importing thera more and
the grim specter of starvation unless
more largely, as shown by the followfrom our abundance and our waste we
ing figures:
d'oor. Not only
Importations of wool and manufac keep the wolf from the
of our food
tures of wool (value) for the three- - must we have a proper usemay
furnish
r
period, 802,457,005; for supply in order thnt we
year
with which
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1010, our allies with the sinews
they may fight our battles, but It Is
$158,078,271.
fellow
Importations (value) of hides, leath an act of humanity towards
children.
and
women
men,
averer, and manufactures of leather
By the diversion of millions of men
r
period,
age of the three-yea- r
war, by the occu$133,171,308; for the year ending June from production to
by the Isoarmies,
by
of
land
pation
30. 1916. $177,880,002.
lines,
belligerent
by
markets,
of
lation
At the present time the world s de
and by the destruction of shipping by
mand for these products has Increased
pro
for above the peace level owing to the submarines, not only has the home over
by
extra consumption In supplying the duction of our allies fallen
they
anules. This demand Is now again In 500,000,000 bushels of grain, but
larger
a
much
upon
us
for
are
thrown
large
a
of
mobilization
creased by the
Imports for
American army. In the face of this, proportion of their normal
not only Is the European herd decreas- merly obtained from other markets.
They have reduced consumption at
ing, but also American sheep have decreased about 3,000,000 since the war every point, but men In the trenches,
men In the shops, and the millions of
began.
After the war Is over, the va
women placed at physical labor re
from
world
of
the
countries
rlous
peace
which we formerly drew our wool are quire more food than during
likely to retain It for their own use times, and the Incidence of their saving
may sufuntil their flocks again become normal, and any shortage which they
chil
women
upon
and
first
falls
fer,
Sugar.
If this privation becomes too
The sugar supply on which our allies dren.
great, their peoples cannot be main
In Europe normally draw has been
constant In the war, and we will
tained
they
so
thut
tremendously reduced,
must have recourse to other sources, be left alone to fight the battle of
democracy with Germany,
In consequence of the shipping situa
The problem of food conservation Is
must
they
which
tion the area from
cannot,
draw Is also curtailed and, as a result,- one of many complexions. We
In
thev are driven Into those markets- and we do not wish, with our free
resources
of
large
our
and
stltutlons
normally
supply
own
our
from which
In Its policed
arises. Furthermore, their own pro food, to Imitate Europe
voluntarily and
duction has been greatly diminished. rationing, but we must responsibility
assume the
Intelligently
In
a
supplied
Europe
war,
Before the
everyone
large measure Its own needs, through before us as one In which
Inescapable Interest.
the production of beet sugar, as will has a direct and
appear from the following table show We must Increase our export of foods
In the circumstances
ing the average yearly production and to the allies, and
consumption for the five years before of our shipping situation, these exports
In some of the must be of the most concentrated
the war
foods. These are wheat, flour, beef,
chief countries of Europe:
pork and dulry products. We have oth
Surp.
(t)
Consump.
Prod'n.
er foods In great abundance which we
or den
(short
(short
can use Instead of these commodities,
tons! tons) clency
tl,226,314
1,299.583
2,525,899
we can prevent wastes In a thou
Cermanv
679,204
1,651.8X9
t 972,66 and
Austria
We must guard the
sand directions.
337,662
1,322,285
1.669,947
t
Russia
drainage of exports from the United
United
2,056,000
2,066,000
Kingdom
States, that we retain a proper supply
704,830
762,642
t 47,712 for our . own country, nnd we must
France
21,050
190.000
211.050
t 159,660 adopt such mensures as will amelior
Italv
120,358
279,918
t
Belgium
131,538
246,146
t 114,608 ate, so far as may be, the price condl
Holland
As appears from the table, France, tlons of our less fortunate. We might
so drain the supplies from the country
Italy, Uussia and Belgium were
while the United Kingdom to Europe as by the high prices that
drew Its entire sugar supply from ex- would follow to force our people to
terior sources. The supply of the Unit- shorten their consumption. This opered Kingdom came to the amount of ation of "normal economic forces"
about 70 per cent from countries from would starve that element of the comwhich It Is now cut off by the war. munity to whom we owe the most protection. We must try to Impose the
Ten per cent came from the East Inupon all.
dies and 20 per cent from the United burden equally
Action Must Bo Voluntary.
States and the West Indies.
The prospective 1918 crop In France
There Is no royal road to food con
We can .only accomplish
has diminished to 207,000 tons and servation.'
thnt of Itoly to 75,000 tons, and they this by the voluntary action of our
are therefore short 500,000 tons. The whole people, each element In propordisplacement of United Kingdom sup- tion to Its means. It Is a matter, of
plies amounts to 1,435,000 tons; and equality of burden; a matter of mlntherefore, In total, these three allied ute saving) and substitution at every
countries must Import about 2,700,000 point in the 20,000,000 kitchens, on the
tons In order to maintain their normal 20,000,000 dinner tables and In the 2,- consumption.
Of this, 2,000,000 tons 000,000 manufacturing, wholesale and
must come from new sources.
retail establishments of the country.
The disturbance of shipping re- The task Is thus In Its essence the dally
duces the tbnage avnilable and drives Individual service of all the people.
the demnnd to a large degree upon the Every group can substitute and even
well-bein-

pre-wa,

pre-wa-

pre-wa-

(1900-1913-

(- -)
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For Better Distribution.
Beyond this the duty has been laid
upon the food administration to
with the patriotic men In trades
and commerce, that we may eliminate
the evils which have grown Into our
system of distribution, that the bur
den may fall equitably upon all by res
toration, so far as may be, of the normal course of trade. It Is the purpose
of the food .administration to use Its
utmost power and the utmost ability
that patriotism can assemble to ameli
orate this situation to such a degree aa
may be possible.
The food administration Is assem
bling the best expert advice In the
country on home economics, on food
utilization, on trade practices and
trade wastes, and on the conduct of
public eating places, and we shall outline from time to time detailed suggestions, which If honestly carried out by
such Individuals In the country, we believe will effect the result which we
We are asking every
must attain.
home, every public eating place and
many trades, to sign a pledge card
to accept these directions, so far as
their circumstances permit, and we are
organizing various Instrumentalities to
ameliorate speculation. We are asking the men of the country who are
not actually engaged In the handling
of food to sign similar pledges that
they shall see to It, so far as they are
able, that these directions are followed.
We are asking all who wish us well
and who undertake our service to become aetunl members of the food administration, Just as much volunteers
In national service as we ourselves are,
so that thus the food administration
may not be composed of a small body
of men In Washington and a small
representation In each state, but may
become a body of 50,000,000 people,
devoted absolutely to the services of
democracy.
We hope to see the Insignia of membership In every patriotic window In the country.
Autocracy finds Its strength In Its
ability to Impose organization by
force from the top. The essence of
democracy consists In the application
of the Inltlutlve In its own people. If
Individualism cannot be so organized
as to defend Itself, then democracy Is a
faith which cannot stand.
We are
seeking to Impose no organization from
the top. We are asking the American
people to organize from the bottom np,
"and this Is the essence of democracy
Itself.
The call of patriotism, of humanity
and of duty rings clear and insistent
We must heed It If we are to defend
our Ideals. malntRln our form of gov

ernment, and safeguard our future
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STORE HI U II JUICES

IIIM,ED7ARDSSAYS
Exposure From Trip, in Bad
Weather Brought Serious
Results He Says.

however, only clean, sourift fruit UNCLE JOE'S TRUE VERSION
should be used and it should be well
ripened, but not overripe. The grapes Veteran Congressman Retells Green
Corn Story Which He Declares
should first be cwshed and pressed in
Is Thirty Years Old.
an ordinary cider inlll or by hand If

to Prepare for the Future no mill
Red
Comfort of the Family.
crushed

How

ALL FRUITS CAN EE

FRICAN

RPANISH-A-

Is available.
Juice. For red Juice, the
grapes are heated to about

200 degrees Fahrenheit before the juice
is sepurated from the pulp and then
UTILIZED strained through a clean cloth or drip

bag without pressure. Thereafter, the
process Is the same as for
juice.
Grape Juice should be stored away
in bottles or Jurs that are not too large,
for after these have been opened the
Juice is likely to spoil. If properly
mude, however, the Juice should keep
Indefinitely as long as it is kept in
sealed bottles.
Sirup Made From Windfall Apple
and Apple Cider. Add five ounces of
powdered calcium carbonate (obtained
at any drug store) to seven gallons nf
apple cider. Powdered calcium carbonate (carbonate of lime) or, to give
It is common name, precipitated (hulk,
Is
Boll the
and harmless.
mixture In a kettle or vat vigorously
for five minutes. Pour the liquid into
vessels, preferably glass Jars or pitchers; allow to stand six or eight hours,
or until perfectly clear. Tour the clear
liquid into a preserving kettle. Do not
ullow sediment at bottom to enter. Add
to the clear liquid one level teaspoon-fu- l
of lime carbonate and stir thoroughly. The process is completed 'by
boiling down rapidly to a clear liquid.
Use density gauge or candy thermometer and bring the temperature up to
220 degrees Fahrenheit. If a thermometer Is not available, boll until bulk is
of the original
reduced to
To determine whether the
volume.
sirup is cooked enough test as for
candy by pouring a little Into cold
water. If boiled enough It should have
the consistency of maple sirup. It
should not be cooked long enough to
harden like candy when tested.
When the test shows that the sirup
has been cooked enough, pour it into
fruit Jars, pitchers, etc., and allow It
to cool slowly. Slow cooling is important, as otherwise the suspended
matter will not settle properly and the
sirup will be cloudy.
light-colore- d

Grape Juice

Sirup Made From Windfall Applet and Apple Cider
Here la a Fine Flavor.

GAINED 21 POUNDS

r

Ing

Sirup.

"If You Had Seen Me the Day I Began
Taking Tanlao You Wouldn't
Recognize Me aa Same

(From the United Btates Department of
Agriculture.)
Man," He Say.
Various fruit Juices may be prepared
in the home and bottled for future use.
pounda Practically any fruit may be used in
"I have gained twenty-on- e
and If you hud seen me the day I began the first recipe following.
taking Tanlac you wouldn't recognize
Sterilized Fruit Juices The fruit
me as the same man now," said Ed juice may be pressed out of fruit by
Edwards, 820 23rd street, Denver, means of a cider press, speciul fruit
Colo., a few days ago.
press, or other improvised presses ; then
"Last fall," he continued, "I took a heated in an
f
kettle up to
trip up in the country on a big truck, 110 degrees Fahrenheit. The fruit Juice
then I had to walk nearly thirty miles may then be poured luto ordinary hot
In the rain and mud. From this I conJurs, hot bottles, or tin cutis, and hantracted grippe and was confined to my dled by the same directions as those
bed for forty days. I had to cut out for canning of fruit Itself. If poured
eating entirely and for a month I lived Into miscellaneous bottles, It is sugon nothing but milk. I hardly knew gested that the fruit Juice be sterilized
what sleep was and more than half as follows:
the time I had to prop myself up in
Make a cotton stopper and presn
bed so I could get my breath. I Tai Into the neck of the bottle and leave
awful headaches and such a terrible during the sterilization period. Set
cough that I began to think my lungs bottles in boiling hot water up to the
were affected. No kind of medicino neck of the bottle, sterilizing the fruit
did me any good.
juice for 80 minutes at a simmering
"I have taken four bottles of Tanlac temperature (105 degrees Fahrenheit).
and have never felt better in my life Remove the product, press cork in top
than I do right now and I wouldn't over cotton stopper immediately. If the
take a thousand dollars for the good tork fits well, no paraffin need be used.
these four bottles have done me. My If a poor cork, it may be necessary tn
appetite Is fine and I can eat and dip the cork In melted solution of wax
digest just anything I want. I Bleep or paraffin. Fruit juices and apple
like a rock every night and my cider when handled in this way will
strength has Increased until I can do not "flutten In taste" and will keep
any kind of work that comes to hand. fresh for future use.
I know several people taking It now
Grape Juice by Two-DaMethod.
on account of what It has done for For home use there are a large numme."
ber of varieties of grapes which will
There is a Tanlac dealer in your make a pleasant and healthful drink.
town.
No matter what the kind of grape,
acid-proo-

y

Something

low-price- d

th

Lacking.

For the first time Louis was hearing
story. It
the
was very dramutlcally related by a
patriotic aunt, but Louis was not so
deeply Impressed as he might have
been. When the climax was reached
and George Washington said, "I cannot tell a lie," Louis displayed his first
glimmer of enthusiasm.
"Couldn't he?" heasked. "What was
the matter, with him?" Philadelphia
Star.

yon and green corn."
"Great guns, man, that story Is
thirty years old," suid Mr. Cunnon.
"Well, I am a new congressman und
I fell for It."
"If you are going to tell it again,''
went on Mr. Cannon, ','let me tell It
to you right. I have seen more versions of It than there are silk threuds
In a corn tassel. It's true, all right.
"It happened at the old Willard hotel when It used to be run on the
Ainerlcun plan, with three meals a
day. I am a light eater, but I am powerfully fond of green corn. One day
I had a neighbor on from Danville,
who took dinner with me. I had
three orders of green corn.
"'Joe,' says he to me, 'how much
board do you pay at this tavern?' I
told him. He looked at the stack of
corncobs, ruminated a moment, and
then remarked: "Don't you think It
would be cheaper for you to board at
a livery stable?'"

SKIN TORTURES

It takes about ten minutes to prove
that a hot bath with Cuticura Soap
followed by gentle applications of
Cuticura Ointment will afford relief
and point to speedy healment of
eczemas, ltchlngs and irritations. They
are ideal for all toilet purposes.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston,

Sold everywhere.

SECRET

OF

All Busy.
notices In the

ultra-proficie-

Thick.
A
,

teacher asked

herlass

to write

nn essay on London. She was surprised to read the following in one

attempt

:

are noted
for their stupidity."
The young author was asked how
he got that idea?"
"Please, miss," was the reply, "It
s
says In the
the population
of London Is very dense." New York
"The people

of London

text-book-

Globe.

Test a man's professions by his

prac-

tice.

PCSTTOtóTIES

are bully.
good for
any meal
and for all
the family

tú

I
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Helpful
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massages

strengthens

clean and

I

"After
Vv
every

breath sweet.
aids appetite

mear

WyV

?

I

V

and

and digestion.

Flavor

only two eyes.
Brevity in eating may yet become
the soul of patriotism.
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deserve It.
"But you have got to be
in some particular tiling. You
must stand out and do it better than
the fellows around you whether you
are an office boy, a stenographer or nn
You must use your head
executive.
as well as your hands. Don't be afraid
to do extra work lest it interfere with
your theater going. I don't go to the
theater half a dozen times during the
winter, not that I don't like it, but
there are other things more worth doing." Leslie's Weekly.

,

hospital the
"One
nurses between times and all the visitors sit making sweaters and socks
for the soldiers."
"Yes, even In the surglcul ward you
can observe the broken bones knitting."

"My own method has been to live
every day as though It was the only
day I had to live, and to crowd everything possible Into that day. Pay no
attention to the clock or what you
are paid, but work and Uve for all
that is In It just as you play football and everything else will take
care of itself," said George W.

you

Adv.

beneficial to teeth
and stomach Is
best for children.

PS

It pays better to be a dentist than
an oculist. A man has 32 teeth and

George W. Perkins Method Is to Live
Every Day as If It Were to Be
the Only One.

"The head of the table Is the place
where there Is most room. It Is the
tree that grows and grows until it
overtops the others that gets the most
air and sunshine. The thing for the
young man to do Is to strive with all
the energy he possesses to excel in
actual ability.
"Pull is not necessary. Nor should
a young man bother too much about
his wages. I never asked an Increase
in ray life. You can command sooner
or later what you are entitled to If

j

Cr

If yon wish beautiful, clear white
clothei, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adr.

JAMS,FRUITDUTTERS,MARMALADES,ETC.

SUCCESS

Ter-kln-

(

l

I

That Itch, Burn and 8cale Quickly
by Cuticura Trial Free.

Red Ctom Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothei whiter than now.
All good grocers. Adv.

GIVES

uli UuUvLjLa U

'Tnele Joe," suid a new member of
the house to Representative Cannon of
Illinois, "I heard a good story about

Cheerfulnessaflawn
neither Oplam.Morphuien(

MtoeraL
A Luscious

Trio

Yellow Tomato, Kumquat and Strawberry Preserves,

(Prepared by the United Statea Department of Agriculture.)
Jams are made of small fruits which
are not whole or firm enough to use
for preserves. No attempt is made
to retain ' the original shape of the
fruit, the finished product having a
uniform consistency. Marmalades have
a more jellylike texture and thin slices
of the fruit appear suspended throughout the mixture. In fruit butters and
pastes , frequently less sugar is used
than In jams and the product is more
concentrated. Conserves may be made
of large or small fruits, cooked In
the same manner as jams. Sometimes
núts are added.
In stirring jams use a wooden spoon
or paddle, moving it across the center of the vessel first one way and then
the opposite, and next around the pan,
gently moving the mixture from the
bottom of the pan, being careful not
to stir rnpldly or beat. Cook the Jam
to 105 degrees Centigrade or 221 degrees Fahrenheit, if a thermometer is
used.
If a cooking or chemical thermometer is available more accurate results
can be obtained by its use. The proper condition of the cooked fruit can
be determined approximately, however, without the use of such instruments.
For determining when they
are finished most Jams may be given
the same test as finished Jelly ; that
Is, when a little Is held a moment and
cooled In a spoon, It will not pour from
the side of the spoon, but will fall in
a sheet or flake. This Is not true of
jams made of peaches, cherries, strawberries, and other fruits not containing pectin, the Jellying principle. When
using such fruits, cook until the Jam
is of the desired consistency.

hermetically sealed
stoneware jars with capacity of eight
ounces and up, are suitable and attractive containers for packing Jams,
Well-glaze- d

botLarge-necke-d
marmaladeSt etc.
tles, glasses, etc., also may be used
and sealed with cork, paraffin, etc.
Jams and marmalades may be packed hot in sterilized jars, glasses or
bottles, and sealed immediately.
When packing for market,
large-necke-

d

Not narco

however, it Is far safer to process them

both to insure sterilization and a tight
Process pints for 30 minutes at
simmering (87 degrees Centigrade or
188 degrees Fahrenheit).
Berry Jam. In selecting berries for
Jam the ripe, broken ones will give
fine color and flavor, but about one-hathe quantity should bo slightly underripe. This Is necessary to give a
Jelly-lik- e
consistency to the product.
Cooking In small quantities also helps
to retain color and flavor. Weigh the
s
of n
berries and allow
pound of sugar to each pound of fruit.
Rnpld cooking with constant care is
essential.
Peach Jam. Two and
pounds peaches cut Into small pieces,
one pound sugar, six whole allspice,
one cracked peach seed, one Inch gincupful peach Juice,
ger root,
seal.
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What is CASTORIA

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sleep. The Children's Panacea The
Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALVAY

Bears the Signature of

three-fourth-

one-ha-

jtoGEmAcaGowMH

NEW

TUW.i

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

lf

Exact Copy of Wrapper,
TM
OBNTAUH COMPANY. M W VOR K OITV.
teaspoonful whole cloves, one
teaspoonful cinnamon bark, one sprig
mace. (Tie spices in cheesecloth bog.)
A Reasonable Supposition.
Cook all together until thick ns marmaThe fanner alleged a freight train
lade and clear or until of the consisof the defendaut company had hit one
tency desired (to 105 degrees Centiof his mules.
fields.
.
221
degrees Fahrenheit) Pack Biggest money made in new
grade or
hot in hot Jurs and seal at once or How $10 made $1 4.000. All free ney"Now, Mr. Jones," said the attorTHE BEST
for the corporation to the agj
process.
asking. Write today. Nell grieved pnrty, who occupied the wit- 14
for
the
s
pound
Quince Paste.
ver, Colo. ness stand, "will you kindly tell the
powdered sugur for each pound of & Huntferf ord.Den
court whether' or not your mule was
cut
into
Wipe
fruit,
pulp.
the
fruit
Watson E. Coleman, on the track, the property of the deijawyer,
VYasningiun,
rawiK
quarters, remove flower and core, and
I). O. Advloa and book! f raa.
fendant, when hit by the train?"
cook In water until very tender. After iUtea reuunabla. Hlghutrafennoei. Benterrlce.
"Well, sir," replied Mr. Jones, ' "I
rubbing the pulp through a sieve,
Quick Retort.
witness the occurrence, but I
didn't
weigh It and add the required amount
to suppose things must have been about
A lady while going downstnlrs
of sugar. It Is then cooked until very dinner had the misfortune to step as you sny.
This was a pretty bright
thick. , Scalded and chopped nut ker- slightly on the dress of a lady in front mule and I reckon if that train had
remainpulp
added.
may
The
be
nels
of her. The man on whose arm' the took out after him In the woods which
ing after the Juice has been extracted former was leaning rudely sold aloud fringe
the track there where he was
be used also.
for quince jelly-maso that the couple In front might hear: killed he would have got behind a
Pear and Quince Pieservea. For
"Always getting In the way like tree." Macon Telegraph.
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA
pear and quince preserves, use the Balaam's ass 1"
Offers Complete Course In Agriculture
sume proportion of sugar and fruit.
Upon which the lady whose gown
"Hard work Is beneficial," says a
e
slices. had been trodden on, turning round, physician. Of course it Is provided Tall courses also in Letters, Journalism,
Cut the fruit into
Library Science, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Medl
Cook the fruit until almtst tender In replied with a sweet smile:
the other fellow doesn't charge too
Commerce and Law.
Architecture,
cine,
boiling water, drain, add the sirup,
"Pardon me, it was the angel who much for doing it.
and proceed as for peach preserves.
stood In the way and the ass which
Apple Butter, Measure the apples, spoke."
HAIR BALSAM
Never before has the American race
A toll
yrewMIx ef BertsT
wash to remove dirt, slice into small
known so much about its chest measpieces, and for each bushel of apoles
Fur R I..L. rW ..J
When Your Eyes Need Care urements.
Beutr
toOrTrFdl Hatr,
add four gallons of water; boll until
q. ana ' to mi
Try Murine Eye Remedy
the fruit is soft, then rub through a No ftmrttn( Jnat "re Comfort. N cent St
He Is happiest, be he king or peasDrofiiiiti or mil. Write for Free Hte Book.
screen or sieve.
ant, who finds peace in his borne,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
MUBIME EVK BSMBDX CO., CHICAGO
one-ha- lf

Colorado Oil Map Free

FAT""

SKIP EE'S
MCAROill

Three-fourth-

PATENTS

University of Notre Dame

hulf-drcl-
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Church

The Spanish American
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During the weather of the summer

IRVIN OGDEN, SP1

month3 some member of almost every
family is lihc'.y 1 bo troubled with an
unnatural looseness of the bowels, and
it , of the j,reote.--t in pittance that
thb betr.aUd promptly, which can
only be d'H.o v. hen the medicine is
kept at haul. Mrs. F. F. Scott. Scott
used Chamber-bin'- s
vilio, N. V., " I
Celio and Diarrhoea Remedy us
mu 'h as ve years no At that time
I ha.! a sevuv attack of summer com-- p
air.t and v;a- - .uifinnir inten-- e p;iin.
r.;e. Other members
V.e do-- e r
i.: t:,y fap.Üy have :nce used it with
I.'r.c esulii. ",

v

i
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Sutcrlpton

Entered as

$1.50 Per

sccond-c!as-

posto.T.ee in Roy,

Tur

natter at the

3

Nov.- -

Vf.' if

Mexico.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Chuten.
presence is necessary.
Rev. G. JJ. Hall, Supt

t:rt

V. P. S. C. E.
R, C. Giu'.mg, I'iesidcnt

.'

This nation, under God, sha!!
have a new birla oí freedom,
end that fovernmerit of the
people, by the people, (or ths
reoplc, shall not pcrUb from
túe earth. Lincoln.

'

Miss mlt.ian Grixkh.
Meets at the Chri.stiun Church,
Hoy. N. K., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
Si-c'-

d

Vy.

A

nil visitors--

Stock Market
TO OLD GLCP.Y,
BLESS HER!

If anyene

nttc-r.p-

t

the Amecsri
cpet.

GOD

i--

CANNED GOODS
Slices, Hats, Caps, Suits

:

'.'eV- .;.V' . --A.

and Summer Underwear.

The cynic is one who rever
sees a good quality in a man, and
never fails to see a Lad one. He
3 the human owl, viligent in
darkness, and blind to the light,
mousing for vermin, and never
seeing nobler game.
Henry Ward Beecher.

prude
slopped all over himself the other
day because women wear the
Some jimpson weed of a

REX BEACH
has written another
story full of adventure
and action, with interesting anU picturesque
characters. It has the
virilestrengtn thatmde
his early Alaska romances so popular and that
splendidstrainofhumcr
for which he is known.
We have been f omínate
in securing this story
for our next serial and
urge you to watch for
and read

O

I

new khaki overalls. He winds
up his screed on immodesty by
stating that "a woman dressed
in overalls and jumper does not
command ,the same respect as
when more modestly clad." We
e
suppose the modern
or
is
modesty
the fatted calf skirt
in its higher form. But an over
all what a shocking sight! It is
just such priggish prudishness
that has caused the women of
China to endure torture the result of binding her feet It has
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
made the woman of the Turk
a slave who must go about with
0
30L
HOC
face veiled, And it has caused
the woman of the noble Red Man
Mrs. L. C. Farmer, who has
to walk while he rides. It has
been
visiting her son, Henry
deny
wo
caused our politicians to
Stone,
at the LaCinta Canyon
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hughes
man the privilege of the ballot
0ymc
ume,
returned
from Denver Sunday.
icluiucu
it will cenamiy snccK some or.,"1-"- '
she
Springer,
where
to
'Saturday
them when thé women get the
All are wearing a smile since
opportunity to vote them out of will visit the Bud Farmer, home. the many fine raine we have had
Dublic rlum orchard. If women
Pmk Gunn and wife went to lately.
who travel in autos, and women Clayton this week as delegates to
Nearly everyone is figuring
who do housework and preform the Northeastern New Mexico on an increased wheat acreage.
other labor wish to wear overalls Baptist Association. The session
so that they may perform their lasts from Tuesday morning to
Wm. G. Johnson of Roy has
duties more comfortably, hygen-icall- y Thursday night. They will go rented Mrs. Williams farm tor
and expeditiously, who is with Geo. Cochrane and a Mills next year and will plant 62 acres
the fossilized shrimp that shall Delegation in Cochrane's Ford, of it in wheat. '
say her nay?

I can loan you money on
final receipt as easy as on

SOLANO

-

Co.

your
your

patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest. Come in and
let us talk to you about your

J. E. Wildman, Lqan and

n

n?:

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catíwlic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest m charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church

loan.

Cooking ss iiijn Art.
Cofihln? U a hicii art. A vise F.sj'P-t'.a"T:e decree of
said. Ions
taste and s'.:" !;!n'..Vto.i by a ration
In the preparaüo'i oí rood mny he
to a very cor.sldrrahl extent
proportioned to its euliure and reCne-menEllzabetii Cady Sl..nton.

In-

SERVICES OX HOY CIRCUIT

surance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Roy.

1st

c

at

3d Sundays

7.30

P.

M

N.M.

BAPTIST
heiffers,
FOR SALE:-Co- ws,
Second' Sunday in each month.
yearlings, calves, Good stock, Services 11, A. M., 7. SO, P. M.
prices right Good White-fac- e
Bull 1,400 lbs. See,
JACK MILLS,
Solano, N. M.
W2 .pd,

t.

'

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
Dentist-- -

LODGE DIRECTORY
o

of Springer, N. M. will be in

Goodman's

Roy

MONEY To LOAN OX REAL
on or address me
ESTATE:-C- all
at Gladstone. New Mexico.
28 Mtl pd
C E. HARTLEY-

-

"1

I. O. O. F.

-

Sept. 3 To 8

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Ask anyone who has used rr
M&ets at its own Hall
There are famines who always aim
Every Wednesday
to keep a bottlfi of Chamberlain's ColEvening
ic and Diarrhoea Remedy i the h&use
T
isiting
always welBrothers
for use in case it is needed, and find
come.
investment
only
good
a
is
not
it
that
but saves theta no end of suffering.
R. C. Grunx, N. G.
As to its reliability, ask anyone who
Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.
has used it.

Southwestern Hotel
j

to attend the Dental needs of
thi3 community.

One of the Best for a Home

Getting Money n.to Circi'latiCii.
Money is sent f roi:i t vns'tvy to
U is dltri?-11and from
rd to han'es. It i'i drawn out of
in payi::erit of wapes.
hunks to Ihí v.s-salaries! or exehttiia and thus get Into circulation.

HAEMONY LODGE No. 24
Rich
Roy, in good community.
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
soil and shallow water district.
Evening each month
Good whaat land. $10.00 an acre
I. O. O. F. Hall
Terms if desired. Business lot
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
in Roy free to purchaser' of the
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Address
homestea-Visiting Sisters welcome
American Land Company,

City.

Cosme;jo!itan

Rebekah Decree

160 Acres three miles north of

1

tii-'s- e

The days in Cunen are nnplonr-nnHhit, ltt in the t venins
of nil the nations of the oartíL corno
forth to drill!: eofi'eo and smoke- water
pipes nt thi little onfes with taWes on
The eail of ife mnez-nithe pavement.
bidding
resounds frota the
die faithful pray and minxes with
st
ilieptical
jest and story lit a

1

Tucunicari, X. Mex.

25tf

n

"You women make me laugh,
you come here and tell us to
practice economy and conserve
food. Why thats all we've done
frr vPürs! We're ranch women,
When we first came here to this
valley we barely had enough to
live on. We've had to save every
scrap. Sometimes our crops fail,
We have to prepare for that.
rve
That's all we've done for
the
This
economize"
and
expression of one women in New
Mexico, in atter.der.ee upon an;
organization meeting of the,
'
women's auxiliary, is fortunately
typical of a great many more
women in the state than any on e
years-conse-

realises.
Farr and wife of

Wal- -'

senburg, Colorado, were in the
city Monday for a short visit
with friends, H. W. and Mrs.
Farmer. They tore returning
home from a visit with Henry
Stone and family and Henry Farr
near Roy. They left here for
their Colorado home Tuesday
morning.

If we could get the old Kaiser
over here we would send him
down to Roy and have "Mack"
put him under a peace bond with
the others,
Cirarxron. Cor.Sprmger SWckftai.

Yours very truly,
Cassidv Southwestern Commission

-

see-mor-

M. Y.

PLEASANT VIEW
Receipts of hogs this week
Sunday esch Month at 3,
First
light and trading has been very p.m.
active and one of the most sensational advances in the history of
MILLS
recorded.
been
has
yards
Srd
Sunday
the
at 11.00 a. m. SPM.
today
here
hogs
2.000
With
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
our marke.' ruled 25c. higher
with a top cf 1S.55.

L-

Dont forget we handle
Bean Harvesters, Grain Drills
Disc Harrows, Disc Plows,
Seeder Attachments etc.

Services 2d Sunday' of each
month at 11 a. m. S,C0PII.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

HOGS

Heart of the
Sunset

R

rj

l:ave had moderate receipts
this week and a good market.
Tr.e choice heavy fed steers con
tir.ue scarce and reached a new
high mark, tops selling at $14.50
V.'o

It will pay you to see what
v,re are offering in

John A. Dix.

ROY

CATTLE

ALL NEXT WEEK

to Haul dewn
ihcot him cn the

.

CHRISTIAN

o

HERE'S

Dif-ector- y

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

nior-qi-

Pastime Theatre
Springer, N.M.

Sat. Aug. 25,

dn-.e-

Canea

voices.

Is

ctiry-ssin-

surthe Im

Fillings, Proofs
land matters.

prised nt nothin. She áves
pression taut anything e:m Happen
there; and ns a matter of fact more
things do happen in Ctenea than ever
are known to the worfd.

v.;A;a

and alj

Prompt Attention
at Solano, New Nexieo.

The Joseph Newman Co. '

Solomen

wailed

over, when !.o

JOSEPH NEWMAN
OLGA

FERIEN

MARGHARITA HENDRIX

HFLEN KEENE
The merry

Pianist

.

One-A-

Song Humorist
Violinist
Soprano

ct

Comedies

"It Pays to Advertise"
and
"Go to France"
Reserved Seats on Sale at FLOERSHEIM'S

Cc:cn:::: Slcrdr: Arr

20th.

y

;

had only n small bnnch of parchments
wives to dust them) : "Of the
(ana
nianinj! of books there Í3 no end." We
start out la UCe with the Idea of read- fcS them all; then we decide to l:eep
cad up by lay- up with the latest;
luí? hands only cn what appeals to us.
And this is wisdom. TL j Publishers'

j

j
j

CN. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts óf U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

"ft1 ""nijpm in n!orin
lo Üiow
with lttvrciiluii) or gtnmaen K--j
truiiltle. FJ.iliwlyMlvstholuljleui
fif
uf infantile Bwluulriuun.

Olive Tree Earliest Mentioned.
Tho olive tree Is moro closely associated with the history and civilization
of man than any other. It Is the earliest mentioned by name ; when the waters of the flood began to retire (Gene-Bi- s
8:11). ft Is the most prominent tree In the earliest allegory
nadires 9:8. 9). With David it Is

LEWMNa DRUGGISTS

j?
'fjjj Put y la i Tint
I
D
MÍlK
EMAN
W
tí GOAT

C EL

J. B. LUSK

Prompt Attention

Attorney at Law

WjcUly.
Value of Experience.
Everv experience, however bitter,
has Us lesson, and to focus one's atten
tion on the lesson helps one over the
It Í3 foliy to waste
bitterness.
strenRth In feeling hurt over misunderstanding and unjust criticism. Let one
go quietly on toward what is real, and
In the end what one'ls must show. The
only answer to unjust criticism Is earnest work, the only rlsht response to
praLse and appreciation Is earnest
work. Exchange.

TO.

ftuHt.Ting

AT

v.--

In a delightful evening of Song, Music and Plays

t

V;

E?:t Library.
We have suddenly seemed to gra'p

tVAi'ORATED

The Incomnarabla Eabv Food
lho Perfect iood for Invalii yi

Also Surveys and Plats.
Office

rure
HhiVrVEETEN

Goat Milk H

Tho

What

mm

rarsutnrs

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.
.Roy, New Mexico

The Government , needs Farmers as well as Fighters. ' Two
million three hundred thousand

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

Acres of Oregon & California
Then you will have a
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
PUBLIC SALE.
revested in United States. To
be opened for homesteads and
There's only one REAL Aucsale. Containing some of best tioneer in the Country, Thats - land left in United States. Large
Copyrighted Map, showing land
His address is MILLS N. Ill
by sections and description of
You can have SALE BILLS
soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
temperature etc., Postpaid One printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy
Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
10-New
Mexico.
Co. Portland, Oregon.

Col F. O. WHITE
Spanish-America-

1

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TRUE SERVICE
To the Farmer

in
,

'

A

Like ol her business men, tho farmer requi- ics vvnuii. tusa is economical, 'convenient
and SAFE for him as well as devoid of

red-tap-

0Pi

riu un: VERS AL

v

sV

fJ
A

X--

Going Fishing? They have
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fishm' tackle to sell at the Fair- - Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oilke at Clayton, New Mexico
view Pharmacy.
August

B III

I

I
I

I
I

Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm
Herrera of Gallego-- , New Mexico, who
Patented land 1,000 cm
July 27, 1C14, made Ho'iie.-teaan- ucres of leased land, the best lication Serin! No. OUUo!!, fcr tho
watered place in this County.
W'i NE'.: Nf"'.', RSi;.; K:i SEi
1 want
to sell by the first of fwtxn 17, Tv.-- 17:;. Kn; aOM. N. M.
i'. Mciaian, luis f.'ud no.'v; of int?n-ic- n
Sent. Ii;i7.
to make
r
ini! f'ioof,
'
For further information, write to eMa'tiHsh claim to the lam! above
E. D. Ci'opp Trementina, N. M. described, before W. II. V.'iün.::, U. S.
2,000 acres of

CAR

R o y Garage.

e.

Such service v extend to the farmer .,
today as in the past. Oír lates and Terms are
the mo'itrensontiblc,'
We offer every accommodation within the ranrre of Sound Banking.
For in any reasons it pays the farmer to ? tick
to our Reputable, Confidential and Experienced
Loan Service.

Three-yea-

r
at hi.' o!''.'c at Roy, N.
the l.V.h day-o- f
Plenty oí n:ony to lean on CL.imaut r.amos as vU.c-e:reaírstaíe. 9 percent - leng Apolonio Arguello, Manuel Lucero,
Faustin Hernandez, Alfonso C. do
hue. J. L. IIr.yc3 Real Eataie Co. Kaca, ail of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVEEDE, Register.

Coinmi'i-iorc-

M., on

IVii7S?V

.A I

:

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

Repair WorksouNE

MILII
ST A.

ill

R U Y,

1

.y

BANK

'.

NEW MEX.

ROY,

NOTJCE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Aug. 6. 1917
given that
Notice is hereby
Adán M Carcia of Bueyeroa N, M. who
on March 3 1913 made HE No 015420
for SEJ S 21 T 19N. H 31 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention

tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register & Receiver U. S, Land
Office Clayton N. M. on the 20th day
of Sept. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Beueyeros N. Mex,
Juan Jtoybal
Claudio Martinez, Abelino Martinez
Encarnación Martinez all of Rosebud
,

New Mexico

Paz Val verde,
Register

5

Aug,

Pure Drug3, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Notice

320 acres 4 miles northwest of
Roy, well improved, $12.00 per
acre 100 acres fenced, 80 acres

I have been promising my patrons for some time that I would

County Treasurer

1cm J. Taylob,

Jr.. Absrluclo

WJ-SE-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Ail Matters entrusted to us dispatcher with Promptness and Accurcy
.
Your Jiusine.! RtspectfiiUy Solicited

The Southwestern
Hotel

Roy Telephone Co.
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

ROY, N. M.

S

LONG-DISTANC-

PIIOXE at Springer.

E

Runti-Commiini-

Jo

The Home Restaurant

E. Giistrap, Mgr.'

0 0 0 0 0
r
schedule of tho University of New Mexico at
The new
Albuquerque rnake3 it possible for you to go to college for three
months, six months, nine months or twelve months in the year, as
your circumstances and inclinations may dictate, and graduate la
three, four, five or six years, according to the period spent In University work each year.
You may attend the University six months and earn monpy
for University expenses during the next six months, without inter- rupting your educational progress and graduate in five years.
You may work on farm or ranch three months and attend the
University nine months, and graduate in four years.
You may clip a year from your college work and add it to
your life work by attending the University the lull forty-eigh- t
weeks, and graduate in three years.

I wish to announce that
This month will be your last

v

Opportunity to obtain the services of a Chiropractic
Treatment from me as I expect to be in the Army after
September 1st.

This Is Educational Service
Adapted To Your Needs

Do it now!
Office in the G. Kitchell Block,
to

5

ofiics in Roy.Ne'.v Mexico, on
day of Sept. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
-.
J. v.- Wordwnrd AT, f rt A. Himes
J, B. Wood.vard
J. I. Mitjhell
All r f Rvy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Sth

25

lb

There are special facts of direct value to YOU. You should
get these facts at once. The University opens Monday, October 1.
Write today for details to David R. Boyd, President, University pf
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.

M A1
V

i

25E. r.nd

Lot

2,

1

EW:

PAZ VALVERDE,

Sec

19

Register.

8--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

H

917

Notice is hereby given that
Jes5 ".I Johi sm of To, N. M. who
on Dec. 10,1912 and AdJ'l
Jire 9, 1P13 '
r.aJeH. 11. & Add'INjs. Ol.O.i, U16KC
for NE nnd Nvj:S. 21 T 21.V. H26E
N. M. V Meridian, I as filed
tice i f
!i:!e:: ion to make three Year Proof, to
ial.lUli cli.im to the land above
described before F. H Fost-- r,
U S
Conir.
at Hoy, New M' xico. on

it

Sept.

25,

Office

M7

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lam
Office at Clayton, New McxM
fj

Aug. 6, 1917
Notice is hereby given that R ber
G Gambrel of Roy, New Mexico w hi
on Aug. 23 1914 made Hli. No. 01857:

at

Clayton, New Méx.,

Augl4.lt 17.

Notice is hereby given that William
S Arnold of Solano N. M. who on
June
1?, 1913 made If. ic. No. 016215 for
;,
Hi SEJ,
See. 8
SEj-NE-

S

i

i.

Sec, ti i n Hi- Sec. 17
Township 18N. Ranee :'CF. N. M.
P Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make"! hreeYenr Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F.H. Foster, U. S.' Commisioner
at his olllce in Uoy, New Mexico, ou
1

i,
SwJ-SE- J
Ej Sept 26, 1917
S22T21N R25E N.M
Claimant names as witnesses:
PMerinian, has filed notice ofintentioi
Henry Stone
N. M. Baker
to make three year final proof to estat
M. Finch
Leopoldo Andrada
JJ.
lish claim to the land above describe!
"AR of Roy New Mexico
before F H Fostor, U S com, atRo
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
N M on the 17th day of Sept 1917
Register
Claimant names as witnesses:
E J H Hoy
George Cockerill
Ed Cantreli
Frank A. Roy
Too Long.
All of Roy New Mexico
Taul's father wanted to know why
le did not like to practice his music
PAZ VALVERDE,
esson. "Aw, It takes me all day to
H g s er
jracüce a half hour," he replied.

forwi-SW-

i,

SEl-Svv-

SEJ S 15

Nl-NE-

J

S--

.

.5

Eaa

ling

giter

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Laud
Oííco at Clayto:i, Nvw Mo:..

All of Roy New Mexico

a

CHIROPRACTOR
(Pronounced

1.30

h

Sy 50
and SEi-NUfihnant namts as vlhiesnes:
Twpl3N. Rng Í6E NMl'M, . lias filet
J, M. Ileatd
Lee Dav3
aoláce of intention to make Three
Jose; h Wright
IIcim. Davis
Years Final Proof, to establish
All cf Roy New Mexico
claim to the land above described
before F p Foster, u s comisioner i
PAZ VALVERDE
o.Tice at Roy N. II., on tha
Hi i
'"22
Hegistcr.
day of Sept !)'
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Henry Stone
P. J. Laumbuch
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Ceo. H. Ray
,N, M. Maker

MUST YOU EARN YOUR
'WAY THROUGH

R

12

SE1-NK-

NJ-NE-

L. H O
A.

N M.

Ai'g 1917
Notice is hereby given that Wcbl
E. Kidd of Roy
N, M.
who n
Sept. 18, 114, made H. E. No. 01845!
Soc 25,
for the
Twp,l!)N

Short Orders
Prop'r.

CJnytcn

C

COLLEGE

to

Laud Office at

lT. S.

iy

Roy, New Mexico

9

make Three Year Troof, to estab-isclaim to the land above described
before F. II. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
to

13

NOTICE I OR PUBLICATION

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Srh,','?
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Eilicient Service- -

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at

Office Hours

Nj-SW-

Au'.

J.F.ARNETT

DMT
KOy,

J:

Who oo Nov. iii 1912. made H. E. No.
115215 fcr
j,
J
Sec. 12
Sl iSec. 11 T).2iN Rug 2711 N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention

Claimant nr.mes as witnesses:
Cleve Hamil
Edward L Fuller
John C Llnson
Fred P Tinker
All of Mosquera N. M,
PAZ VALVEEDE, Register.

Giistrap Bro's, Prop's

Now under Management of

1917

AuL'.

Notice is hereby given that
Charles E. Long of Mosjueio New
Mex. who on
1913 made HE.
No. 016891 for
NwJ-NW- J
NEJ-Sw- J
Sec 21
Twp.
18N.
Rng. 29E.
N M P
Meridian
has filed notice of in
tention to innke three year proof, lo
establish claim to the Innd above
described, before w H willeox U S
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy
N M on the 21st day of Sspt. 1917.

f

J.F.ARNETT

--

July 19, 1917
in h?reby given that Joshua
NOTICE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
I. Jackson
of Rov New Mexico.
Office at Clayton,
N. M.

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
tstraighter.ed out and we are also irjparedj
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Respectfully,
C. PLUMLEE.

Regular Meals

ti--

NOTICE Fort PUBLICATION

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Hospital.

Effect of Philosophy.
Philosophy should make oue humble,
lot proud.'

Strong,

Mora, New Mexico

prepare myself to fit glasses.
I wish to notify them that we
are now prepared to test the
eyes and fit glasses at the Plum-le- e

:

o,

PAZ VALVJSRDE,
3
The Paying Investment
Registar
No man can niTord to Invest his be
ln.' In anything lower than faith, hope
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
love these three, the greatest o
which is love Henry Ward Ueechet Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
. Offico Clayton New Mexico.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

0

"

Office f.t C!ayio:i, New Mexico,
Au.'ít'üt 3, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Edward
Huller, of
N. M., who on

8--

C, U.

o

crop. See me at the farm.
Anton Kwiecien
Roy, N. Mex.

!

.

Farm For Sale

y2L-

Tho Roy Drug Store

(i. 1917

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Inferior U. S. Land

February 12, 1914,
Homestead
jprHcation Serial No. 01717e. for tho
V;
N'.j SV.m,.
1. Twp.
1SX Rnrr 2SE., N M P Meridian, han
I'deJ notice of inter.
lo make Final
Three year proof to c;t;;l.lish claim
room house to the land above described, before W.
FOR SALE:-T- vo
:n my land two miles North II. Willco". U. S. Commk?ioner at hh
oHice at Roy, N. M on the 13th day
West of Solano.
jf September, 1017.
Address Martha Frank.
Claimant names ai witnesses:
San Ansrelo, Texas.
Albert II. McGlothlin, William T.
Lofton, Curtis N. Skinner, Thomas M.
NOTICE 10R PUBLICATION
Longley, all of Mo?ouero, N. II.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug. 11, 1017.
NOTICE For. PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that Jiun Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Rjyrial of Rupyeres N M. wlio on Aig
Office at ClavJon. New Mexico,
2.J 1912 ma le 1J. E. No. 015141 forLoU
July lit, 1917
2, 3, 4 and SEJ-SSec7 Twp. 19N
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
ling. 31M. fi.M.P. Meridian has lili d Quintana of De
Haven, N. M. who on
notion of intention to make five year Sept. C 1912 made H E
No. (115219 for
proof to establish claim to the Lots 1,2,3,4 Sec 6 Twp 21N. Hng 30
E.
bind above described, before RegisUr N. M. V. Meridian, hu-- i
filed notice of
aid Receiver U. S. Land Office at Clay intention to make Fivi Year proof to
tin New Mexico on Sept 21 1917.
stubjh claim to the land described,
Claimant names as witnesses:
before P II Foster U S Cora'r at
Pablo Rodriguez
Adan GhTL'ia
Roy. N.N. on thesth davof Sept, 1917
Albino Jaramillo
Juan Rodriguez
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Hueveros New Mexico.
GaKriel Martinet
Luis Romero
Felix Quintana
Luis Martinez
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
.'2
All of De Haven New Mpxíco.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Notice is hereby given that
Andrew J. Mayberry of Roy New
Mex, who, on February, 12 1914 made
Homestead Entry No. O17505 for SEJ
and Swj Sec 14 Twp, 21N. Range 2610.
New Mexico, Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner
at Roy
New Mexico on Sept 17 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
J, M. Beard
J. L. Wright
S F Davis
Roy Beard
All of Roy N.M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
3

t(
U is
uro this disease, but it tun be done in
nost instances by taking Chamberlain:-Vnl'kand complying with the plait
accompany each
; rinted elirection.s-tha- t
package.

(

yj

-

.

Chronic Constipation
by no means an easy matter

New Me::.

ROY TRUST & SAVING S
!

,

Davenport Bns.propnciorg
n

sale, ireúi-VII. GUTIIMAN,
Roy, N. M.

COWS:-f- or

,

We Pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
for Three Months - 5 percent for Six
Months or longer.

3, 1917

THE

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OP THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS. DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENT3, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Union News Service.

ABOUT THE WAS
China declarei war aa pope urges
peace.
British lost 21,722 mea la two weeks

ta

August.

British merchant losses fall oft
ing past week.
Canadian troops capture hiU 70, key
to city ot Lens.
Austro-Germaforces occupy height
n Rumanian front.
Lone English aviator wins fight
with three enemy planes.
Address ot
indicates
nature ot entente reply to pope's
peace proposals.
The American bark Christians was
sunk off the Azores by a German
submarine. The crew was landed.
ScanNine hundred and thirty-thredinavian ships have been destroyed by
torpedoes or mines since the beginning ot the war.
Two army divisions Instead of one,
comprising a total of at least 38,000
men, probably will make up the first
contingent ot the National Guard to
(o to France.
In a clearing station during the battle on the Belgian front four American surgeons in the operating rooms
were found hard at work. They were
assisted by business-likAmerican
nurses.
Five Americans and fourteen others
were killed when the British steamer
City of Athens struck a mine near
Cape Town, South Africa. Four of
the Americans lost were missionaries.
Arthur Duckworth, bis wife and six
children of Denver were among the
victims.
Counter attacks failing with severe
losses, the Germans in the Ypres area,
western front, Friday did not resumo
attempts to recapture the ground lost
troops Thursday,
to the
The French, after repulsing heavy
counter attacks, made further gains
near the Steenbeke river.
In addition to their capture of moro
than 1,800 prisoners near Lens, the alguns from
lied forces took twenty-fou- r
the Teutons. While admitting an allied gain along the Yser canal and
near Blxchoote, Berlin claims officially most British attacks repulsed and
Langemarck still in German hands.
This is officially denied In London,
which says that the British hold not
only Langemarck, but also ground beyond the village.
dur-

n

Lloyd-Qeorg-

e

e

e

Anglo-Frenc-

WESTERN
Washington
eight-hou- r

governor appeals for

day.

I. T. U. pledges union's support to
President Wilson.
Striking miners in Illinois are ordered back to work.
Resignations from exemption boards
Will not be accepted.
A total net profit of $14,371,863 is
shown for the second quarter by the
Chino and Utah Copper companies.
Whisky may be expected to advance
sharply In price Sept. 8, when distillers must cease making spirits for beverage purposes.
At St. Louis hog prices continued
soaring Aug. 16, advancing to $18.45,
another new high record, and sold at
$18.75 at Chicago on the 17th.
Among those appointed food commissioners were T. A. Riordan,
Prof. A. Atkinson, Montana;
Ralph C. Ely, New Mexico, and Theo.
C. Diers, Wyoming.
Ari-ton-

MaJ. Gen. F. S. Strong

.

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

Westers Newspaper

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

will com-

mand the Fortieth army division, of
which the Colorado National Guard
will form a part. The division will
also include the guardsmen from California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona and
New Mexico.

WASHINGTON
major generals assigned to
commands.
, McAdoo asks Congress to provide
$9,000,000,000
war fund.
New

Lloyd-Georg-

José Gutierres Guerro, former minister ot war, was inaugurated president ot Bolivia.
Trading In wheat for future delivery
will cease on all grain exchanges In
Canada on Aug. 31.
The Russian torpedo boat destroyer, Lieut. Bourakoft, has been sunk
by a German mine In the Baltic sea
near the Aland archipelago.
According to the London Dally
News some wounded American soldiers from the western front have Just
arrived at the hospital at Bath.
The appointment ot Count von
Bernstorff, former German ambassador to the United States, as German
ambassador at Constantinople, is forecast.
Reuter's, Limited, says it learns on
good authority that German concessions In Poland are expected-ehortl- y,
but that they will be conditional on
Austria's approval.
Count Tarnowsky yon Tarnow, the
n
former
ambassador
to the United States, a report received
from Stockholm says, will soon become minister to Sweden from
Austro-Hungarla-

Austro-Hungar-

Speaking In the House of Commons
Premier David
said that
this time last year the wheat in his
country amounted to 6,480,000 quarters
and that now it is 8,500,000 quarters.
The stock ot oats and barley, be declared, also was higher.
Lloyd-Georg-

e

SPORTING NEWS
Standing of
CLUBS.

Lincoln
Hutchinson
Wichita
Omaha
St. Joseph
Denver
Joplin
De Moines

YVestera League Ciaba.
Won. Lost. Pet.
16
10
.600
10
15
.600
14
.660
Jl
14
.660
Jl
13
.620
li
15
10
' .400
10
16
.400
16
.360
f

I. J. Reynolds, one of Denver's leading bowlers, was ordered to report for
service at Camp Dodge, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Chief Meyers, formerly of
the
Brooklyn Dodgers, was signed up by
Manager Stallings of the Braves for
the rest of the season.
Two aeroplanes flying at high
speed crashed together 800 feet In the
air at the Armour Heights aviation
camp near Toronto, Canada, one of

the machines bursting into flames and
plunging to earth, killing the aviator,
Cadet S. H. J. Dorr.

GENERAL

$1,916,-400,00-

$2,006,-(00,00-

NEW MEXICO

g

loss.

"Beefless days" in Chicago will become a reality in September. Thousands of Chicago restaurants and hotels have agreed to institute beefless
Tuesday, beginning the first week of
that month.
More than 100 citizens of New
York, it was announced, had Joined
vigilance committee
the
to wage a vigorous campaign against
soapbox orators whose utterances are
considered improper.
Dr. Armgaard Karl Graves, international spy and author of "Revelations of the Kaiser's Personal Spy,"
was under arrest at Kansas City
charged with being within the forbidden zone without a permit.
Unless five specific demands are
granted by Aug. 20 the Industrial
Workers of the World will call a general strike In Washington and Oregon,
Idaho and Montana, according to a
statement at Spokane, Wash., by
James Rowan, district secretary of the
Industrial Workers of the World.
The world's chief producers of silver
are the .United States, Mexico, Canada, Peru, Japan, Spain, Australia and
Chile, in the order named, the United
States having produced in 1915, for
which figures of all countries are available, 74.9G1.000 ounces; Mexico,
Canada, 28,401,000; Peru,
Japan, 5,080,000; Spain,
Australia, .3,327,000.
World
newly-forme-

IN

FINE

Big

Increase In Yield Predicted for
all Crops Over Final Figures
for Last Year.

STATE NEWS
Weetara Newspaper Union Ntwi Service.
V
COMING EVENTS.'

CONDITION, ACCORDING.
TO U. S. REPORT.

18-1-

Z6-2-

28-2-

26-2-

Luna county

Is

to have a new

$25,-00-

0

Jail.

WILSON CONFERS WITHHOOVER
AND FEDERAL TRADE BOARD
ON SITUATION.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Santa Fé. The August crop report
tor New Mexico proved again that the
work of the State Council of Defense
in encouraging agricultural production
Is bearing worth while fruit.
The
August forecast for corn is 3,510,000
bushels as against 2,625,000 bushels
last year. Winter wheat forecast is
1,220,000
bushels against 1,072,000
bushels, last year; spring wheat,
bushels against 1,032.000 bushels last year; oats, 2,170,000 bushels
against 1,856,000 bushels last year; potatoes, 1,386,000 bushels against ,816,-00- 0
bushels last year; hay, 400,000 tons
against 383,000 tons last year; apples,
215,000 barrels of three bushels against
119,000 barrels last year; while at the
same time wheat has Increased in
price from $1.08 to $2.38 a bushel since
last year; corn from 89 cents to $1.97;
oats from 84 to 94 cents; potatoes
from $1.39 to $2.65; hay from $12 to
$17, and eggs from 25 to 37 cents a
dozen on the farm. It is likely, therefore, that Instead of the total agricultural production of New Mexico being
$16,000,000 for last year, It will be near
the $100,000,000 mark, or more than
four times that of all the minei.

Baptists are to
a church
at Santa Fé.
The Farmington cherry harvest is
about at an end,
A company of home guards has
been organized at Carrizozo.
The Colorado-NeMexico fair will
be held at Durango, Sept.
The new Demlng mill has about two
million pounds of wheat in storage.
New Mexico land owners have applied to the Federal Farm Loan Bank
for $3,500,000 in loans.
The annual meeting of the State
Bar Association will be held at
on Sept. 18th to 20th.
John W. Corbett, a pioneer of Torrance county and the founder of
Mountalnair, died at Pasadena, Cal.
To Be Tried for Brownell Murder.
The A. T. & S. F. has awarded to
Santa Fé. George W. Cavender,
the Pullman Company the contract for
100 ore cars to be used In New Mexi- aged 22 years, has been brought back
to Silver City by Sheriff H. J.
co.
to stand trial for the murder ot
New Mexico has seven men more
than her quota for the second series, Frank Brownell near Lordsburg on
officers' reserve corps, to go to Fort July 5th. He was arrested at the
Leon Springs to get Intensive train- Goat Island training station, where
ing from the government army of- nine days before he had enlisted in
the United States navy. Governor
ficers,
i
Llndsey issued a requisition for CavCity
been
A. I. Murray of Silver
has
reported, confessed
appointed by the board of commis- ender, who, it is.
to the killing In the presence ot Shersioners, meeting in special session, to
iff McGrath and District Attorney J.
be probate Judge of Grant county, sucS. Vaughañ.
ceeding Judge Hyman Abraham, deceased.
Selections for Officers' Training Camp
During the present season there has
Santa Fé. The names of the men
been a total of 48 fires on the Gila New Mexico will send the latter part
National Forest and In spite of the of the month to the second series, ofextreme dryness and the large num- ficers' training camp at Fort Leoj
ber of fires the area burned over haj Springs, near San Antonio, Tex., were
been very small.
announced by Col. Lockett of the U. S.
Forest supervisors throughout the army, In charge of examinations held
southwest are making a study of the here the past few weeks. There are
candidates for commisfuel situation with a view to helping eighty-threrelieve the threatened coal shortage sions and eight alternates, making
In all. The men will spend
by encouraging the use of dead wood ninety-onthree months In training and those
from the National forests.
Erwln E. Parsons, a private of the pronounced fit will then be given com25-2-

Ros-we-
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IN BED FOR WEEKS

CUT COAL PRICE

.

Í7. Bar Association meeting at
Jiuswell.
Bept.
State Bar Association
annual meeting at Koswell.
Bept.
8
Seventh Annual Northern
New Mexico Fair at itaton.
Sept.
Farmers' Fair at Las
Cruces.
Sept.
Dona Ana County Fair
at Las Cruces.
5
Oct.
Convention
of
Women's
Clubs at Gallup.
2
Oct.
Woodmen of the World
rally at Santa Fe.
Aug--

LOVETTCHOSEN TO LEAD

Nr. Smith Was in a Bad Way,
Bat Doan's Restored Him to
the Best of Health.
In April, 1916, Louis Smith, 90 New
St.. Hackensack, N. 3., said: "Words
fail to describe the misery I endured
from kidney complaint. In my work I
have to do a lot of heavy lifting and
my Kidneys.
w this weakened
At first 1 only suffered
slight
backache,
from a
but almost before I knew
it, I was all bent over like
a man a hundred years
old.

THREATENED

ACTION BY GOVER-

NORS CAUSES MOVE BY GOVERNMENT TO REDUCE COST.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Chicago. George H. Cushlng, editor
of the Black Diamond, announced th
receipt of a Washington dispatch stat-

ing that Robert S. Lovett, chairman
of the executive committee of th
Union Pacific railroad, had been selected by President Wilson as coal
dictator of the United States. Mr.
Lovett is said to be acceptable to the
operators because of his long career
in business.

Washington. Indications that the
government is preparing to take control of the coal Industry were strengthened when President Wilson paid a
visit to the Federal Trade Commission and went over with Its members
estimates of coal production costs and
recommendations for dealing with the
situation completed by the commission after months of investigation.
Definite action to reduce prices to the
consumer and to bring about a better
distribution, it was learned, will be
taken.
Before going to the Trade Commission the President called on Herbert
Hoover, named to administer the food
act, In which are provisions for control of roal; Attorney General Gregory and Judge Robert S. Lovett, of
the Wat industries Board, who, it Is
understood will be given powers vested in the executive in é recent law
governing priority of railroad shipments.
The President Is deeply concerned
over the coal situation. Even representatives of the operators admit that
parts of the country face a shortage
this winter, and from the public complaints are pouring in that prices are
out of all reason. The fact that several governors, are threatening to
take over the Industry in their states
Is prompting early federal action.
Three courses are open to the President. Under the food bill he may fix
prices at the mines and to consumers,
missions.
or he may direct some government
agency to requisition the output of all
The Columbus Situation.
mines, selling it to the public. The
Santa Fé. Gov. W. E. Llndsey dis- third course would contemplate a volpatched Fred Fornoff of the mounted untary agreement by operators to sell
police to Columbus to investigate the at a fair price, with the government
situation of the I. W. W. encamped directing distribution.
there under federal supervision. Capt.
Fornoff wired the governor that he
1.W.W,
found the men well taken care of anil TROOPS
orderly in every respect. The situaEve of Strike, at
tion is entirely in the hands of the Leaders Arrested on
Held as
Headquarters,
Their
federal government and the governor
Military Prisoners.
Is "hot advised what the federal govSpokane, Wash., Aug. 20. The
ernment's next step will be.
took action In the Industrial
Workers of the World situation, when
Killed on Way to Oklahoma Home.
a company of Idaho National GuardsSocorro. William Tiger, who with
men, now in federal service, arrested
his wife, children and Jesse Allen, Jr., twenty-sevemembers of the organhis wife's brother, was returning to ization, including James Roman, disBristow, Okla., in a motor par, after trict secretary, in their headquarters
having vialted Denver, was shot and here on the eve of a threatened strike
road,
killed on the
in four states.
twenty miles north of here. The loss
The strike call, signed by Rowan,
of a flask of whisky by Tiger, It was Included all members of the organizasaid, led to his death.
tion in construction and agricultural
work in Montana, Washington, OreUnited Brethren to Meet.
gon and Idaho. Rowan, after his arEast Las Vegas. The fourth annual rest, said that the arrest would Insession of the United Brethren Con- tensify the strike and cause It to
ference for New Mexico will be held spread. Lumber workers in the four
here on Aug. 23, 24, 25 and 26.
states already are on strike.

"I began to grow worse
ss the days passed and
finally I had to take to
Mr. Smith, niv bed where I remained for weeks. My head pained terribly and my back just throbbed. I
was always dizzy and it seemed as if
everything was whirling. Little black
specks came before my eyes and I also
suffered from painful and scanty pM.
sages of the kidney secretions. Everything seemed dark and dreary.
"Doon's Kidney PiIs completely
cured me and I am enjoying the best of

health now."
"Bworn to before me."
E. li. Johtuon, Justice Peace.
On March 19, 1917, Mr. Smith added:
"I will never forget what Doon'l have
done for me. Whenever I catch cold
on my kidneys, I oan depend on Doan't
to fix me up all right."
Cat Data's at Any Stare, 60c a Bos

DOAN'S
FOSTER-MD--

B

URN CO, BUFFALO, M Y.

A GUARANTEED

HAY

ftVER-ASTIi-

REMEDY FOR
filA

Toar aostr wilt ss limwD by roar druggist
Without any question If thla remedy does sot benefit
Terr sue of Asthma, Bronchial Asthma and the
Asthmatloaymptoma
accompanying Hay fever. No
aukUer how violent Uw attacks ot obstinate Uw ease

Mc-Gra-

e

e

Fifty-fift-

Speculation in sugar is banned on
New York Exchange.
Federation of the English-speakinraces for mutual protection is regarded as probability by Lord Northcliffe.
The Japanese freight steamer Koto
Illra Maru went ashore off the Alaska
coast July 27th and vessel and cargo
.valued at $1,000,000 will be a total

total, 179,574,000.
Villa has Issued a statement from
"somewhere in Chihuahua, Mexico,"
offering his services with a large
United States government may sup- army to drive the Germans and certain traitorous Mexicans who are prepress all I.W.W. activities.
Resolution in Senate asks for more paring to move against the United
States into the sea. He says Germans
definite war and peace terms.
are coming to Mexico In large numFifty banners were destroyed In raid bers and that the smuggling of imcn suffrage pickets at White House.
mense quantities of ammunition has
Formal notice of China's entrance been going on for months, and that
Into the war has been given the Unit- Carranza is afraid to take action beed States by x Dr. Wellington Koo, cause many officers of his army are
Chinese minister.
involved as hired agents of the kaiser.
Creation of a food administration
Because a woman named "Dora"
grain corporation with $50,000,000 cap- from El Paso, Texas, had sent a teleital to conduct government wheat pur- gram to her husband notifying him
chases and sales was officially an- she was coming to Chillicothe, Ohio,
nounced.
to claim him as her real spouse, Mrs.
Loans of $40,000,000 to Italy and
James Nelson shot and killed her husto Belgium were made by the band, shot her
boy and then
government, bringing the total thus killed herself.
far advanced the allies up to
On advice from the sheriff of Santa
Cruz county, Tucson, Ariz., officers
Disposition by the Senate of many are watching all roads entering the
0
cncontested provisions of the
city for a young Mexican who robbed
war tax bill almost cleared the a Mexican bank at Nogales, Sonora,
way for the fight over income and of $00,000 in gold and currency
and
'
war profit taxes.
fled across the border.

their

CROPS III NEW MEXICO CONTROLLER TO

King and Queen of England review
American troops.
Nicholas Romanoff, former Czar of
Russia, sent to Siberia.
Platinum discovered In Alaska may
help entente win the war.
German
have been unable
to starve Great Britain out, says

s
Company, son of W. O.
of Albuquerque, is with the first
Par-ton-

h

expedition of United Stttes marines
to place the American flag on the firing line in France.
The opening of coal mines on state
lands is again being considered by
state authorities, so that In case of a
tie-uthnt coal could be furnished
state institutions which otherwise
would have to close down.
Rosendo Hernandez, a national
guardsman from Santa Fé, was bound
over to wait the action of the grand
Jury at Albuquerque in the sum ot
$1,000 on a charge of taking criminal
advantage of a fourteen-year-olgirt
Forty prisoners from the state penitentiary are to be employed on the
Tijeras cañón road in Bernalillo
county, under the new arrangement
recently entered Into by the State
Highway Commission and the penitentiary management.
A big deal was consummated at
when R. C. Worswlck and A. D.
Jones bought the A. D. and R. J. Jones
ranch and 7,500 head of fine sheep,
miles northlocated about sixty-fivwest ot Ros we 11. Something over
$100,000 was involved In the deal.
The county commissioners have
greatly improved the condition of the
Santa Fé trail through Otero county.
One of the nineteen VUllsta prisoners confined in the county jail at
Silver City, awaiting the meeting of
the grand Jury, died following an operation performed at a local hospital,
where he was taken for treatment
when his condition became serious.
It is most interesting to note how
the social affairs given in the various
communities ot the state are made to
assist in the
activities of
the women. The Mesilla Park Sewing Club gave a program whose proceeds were added to the Red Cross
fund. At Alamogordo, a "Red Cross"
party was given in honor of some visiting ladies. At Socorro, dances and
bridge parties have increased the Red
Cross fund and at Carrizozo, a bridge
party was made the occasion for talks
to the guests on the work of the
Woman's Auxllliary to the State
Council of Defense.
A popular custom is that of giving the winning player at bridge club meetings the amount
of money the prize would have cost
so that the winner may contribute it
to the Red Cross funds.
Messila valley cantaloupes are being marketed. It is estimated that
200 carloads will be shipped from Las
p

d
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Cruces.
A great Woodmen

of the World
rally, at which 500 candidates will be
initiated, is to be held in Santa Fé
Oct. 11 and 12.

The famous old Hillsboro mining
camp has taken a new lease of life
with the advent of a number of prospectors who are bringing in machinery to develop some of the old
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STIirJADOll
AND ASTHMADOft CIGARETTES

positively f Iras INSTANT RBLIBF In ever ease
and haa permanently cured thousands who bad beaa
considered Inoorable, after baring tried erar; othar
means of relief In Tain, Asthmatics should avail
themselves of this guartnteeoOer through tbelrowa

druggist But a
package and present this
annoeneement to yonr druggist, fon will be the
ole Jndga aa to whether yon are benefitted and the
drags-ta-t
yoo
give
will
back your money If yoa are
not. We do not know of any fairer proposition
which we could make.
R. SchlHmann C- o- Proprietors,

TYPHOID

(

St. Paul,

Minn.

b

no more necessary
tnan Smallpox, Arar

experience aas demon ttratfd
lha almost miraculous afffc- Caer, and bsrmlameal.of Antityphoid. Vaccination.
Be vaccinated NOW by roui physician, yoa and,
your family. It Is more Tltal than boose Insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, ec send for "Hsts
yoa had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Tacclae,
results from na , and danger from Typhoid Caiilers. ,
THE QITTEt UnOIATOIY.
ttlUUY, CAL.'
rsosuaas acciass a
Mass a, a en. ucsaaa

suaa

A Good Comeback.
Tom Moore, the poet, was the son
of a Dublin grocer. Without any pushing on his part his genius and his unaffected manner made him a welcome
guest everywhere.
All London went
mad over hlra. On one occasion at a
banquet he bad made some brilliant
witticisms. A snob, thinking to humiliate him, leaned over the table to the
poet and quite audibly said, in a drawl-

ing tone:
"Pwny, sir, wasn't yuor father a
grossnh?"
Moore smilingly replied that he was.
"Then, pway," continued the snob,
"why didn't he make a grossah of

your

Moore
quite affnbly
retorted,
"Wasn't your father a gentleman?"
"Of course he was," was the rejoinder.
"Then why," queried Moore, "didn't
he make a gentleman of you?"

n

Belen-Socorr-

May Remove Deported I. W. W.
Columbus. Á conference between a
representative of Governor Llndsey of
New Mexico and leaders of the men

BRITISH GAIN MILE NEAR YPRES.
Crown Prince Fails to Break Lines In
Verdun Sector.
Crown Prince
London, Aug. 20.
Rupprecht of Bavaria continued to

encamped here since their deportation
from Bisbee, Ariz., July 12, was held hurl counter attacks against the
at which it is reported steps for the new positions captured by the
offensremoval of the men from Columbus Canadians in their recent
ive in the region of Lens and the
were discussed.
Germans forced their way into ths
Canadian trenches northwest of the
Heavy Fine for Carrying Arms.
French mining center but after furiGallup. Daniel Hlpkln and Samuel ous
fighting they were
James, special deputy sheriffs on ejected, leaving a considerable of dead
guard duty at the Diamond coal mine, on the battlefield.
British and French in Flanders conwho were arrested in Gallup, on complaint of Thomas Leaden, a strike solidate positions near Lens won from
leader, that they were carrying con- Crown Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria.
British troops advance over a front
cealed weapons, were fined $50 each
of a mile to a depth of 500 yards neat
by a Justice of .the peace.
Ypres. Renew attacks in Somme re
glon with advantages.
v
Asks for Administrator.
Two strong German redoubts capSanta Fé Mrs. Maggie English ot tured by the entente forces.
Cerrillos applied to the Probate Court
Fierce aerial battles in the west re
for the appointment of a receiver for suit in loss of twenty-fou- r
German
the estate of her husband, who was planes and eight British flyers.
killed by lightning. The main asseta
French repulse attempts of German
of the estate are 200 head of cattle crown prince to break through lines
valued at $6,000.
In Verdun sector.

Sufficient
Mrs. Megson (not pleased with
Have you any of the sugar you
sold me on Monday left?
The Grocer Oh, yes, mumj plenty,
How much would you like?
Mrs. Megson None I

sup-pile- s)

No Style.

First Girl So you met Mr. Blank,
the famous writer, at the reception.
What do you think of him?
Second Girl Not much. His clothes
are quite
and I understand that he was celebrated for his
style.

hand-to-han-

Former Denver Physician Shot.
Million U. 6. Soldiers Under Arma.
Dr. Thomas E. Callahan,
Ortiz
Washington. The United States
who formerly lived In Denver, was has approximately 1,000,000 volunteers
shot and killed in a revolver duel with under arms In the war against GerRoy Collltan, proprietor of a saloon many. Of this, 100,000 men, in addihere. Collltan was wounded In one tion to the thousands in the navy
hand and Is now In a hospital. Dr. fighting on the other side, will b la
Callahan, who Is said to have been France before the snow flies.
drinking heavily, quarreled with Collltan over the price of a bottle . of
Believe 25 Dead In Explosion.
whisky. He is said to have struck CoMontreal. A report from RIgaud,
llltan over the head with a bottle and Quebec, estimated the dead In th
then to have begun shooting. Collltan Curtis & Harvey powder explosion at
returned the fire.
persona
from seventeen to twenty-five

A Call to
Your Grocer
will bring a

package of
Grape-Nu- ts
,

A delicious
healthful food

and a pleasing lesson in
economy.

"There's a Reason"

v

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

STORE THE POTATO

HEART OF THE SUNSET

ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONSERV- INQ THE COUNTRY'S SUPPLY.
Officials Tell of the Fa
cilities That Have Been Provided

Government

By Rex Beach
Copyright by

Harper tf Brothers

ALAIRE AUSTIN AROUSES THE BRUTAL COVETOUSNESS
IN GENERAL LONGORIO'S NATURE AND HE BE-

GINS TO PLAN ACCORDINGLY
Mrs. Alaire Austin, a handsome young matron, mistress of Las
Palmas ranch, gets lost In the Texas desert and after an
struggle wanders Into the little camp of David Law, a ranger,
hunting a Mexican murderer. Circumstances force her to stay 24
hours In the camp. Law catches his man, kills another and es"Young Ed" Austin, drunken wastrel, berates his
corts her home.
wife and makes Insinuations about the ranger. Austin Is secretly In league with Mexican rebels. Alaire starts for her ranch
La Feria, In federal Mexican territory, to secure damages for cattle confiscated by soldiery.
all-da-

CHAPTER

V

Continued.

"I was coming to that Your husband, señora, Is an active Cándele-rlsta.- "
For a moment Alaire was at a loss ;
then she replied with some spirit: "We
are two people, he and L La Feria belongs to me."
"Nevertheless his conduct Is regrettable," Longorlo went on. "Probably
evil men have lied to him."
For the first time Dolores stirred.
She bad watched her countryman with
a peculiar fascination. Now she said,
as if freed from a spell :
"Pah I Nobody pays heed to Senor
Ed. We do not consider him."
Alaire turned upon her with a sharp
exclamation, conscious meanwhile that
the woman's tone, even more than her
words, had enlightened Longorlo to
some extent His lifted brows were
eloquent of surprise and curiosity, but
he held his tongue.
"Am I to understand, then, that you
rob me because of my husband's action t" Alaire asked.
"No. I shall help." Longorlo beamed
enthusiastically. 'It shall be the object of my Ufe to serve you, and you
and I shall arrange this matter satisfactorily. I have Influence, believe me.
Duty calls me to Nuevo Pueblo, and
you shall return with me as the guest
of my government" He rose to his
feet but his eagerness, soon gave place
to disappointment
Thank you,"' said Alaire, "but I
must first go to La Feria and get all
the facts."
"Señora I It Is a wretched journey.
.See t" He waved a contemptuous gesture at the car, crowded to congestion.
"There ia no food ; you have no one to
wait 'upon you. In my company you
will be safe. Upon my honor, you will
enjoy the highest courtesy "
"Of course. But I must go on. I
have Dolores and Jose to look after
me." Alaire Indicated Sanchez, who
had edged his way very close and now
stood with admiring eyes fixed upon
his hero.
"Yes, mi general," Jose exclaimed,
eagerly, "I am here."
Longorlo
scrutinized the
critically. "Your name Is 7"
horse-break-

"Jose. Sanche."

you this, with his deepest regard."
Alaire accepted the object curiously.
It was small and heavy and wrapped
In several leaves torn 'from a notebook,
and It proved to be nothing less than
the splendid diamond-and-rubring
she had admired.
"God protect us, now!" murmured
Dolores, crossing herself devoutly.
y

CHAPTER

Complete Plan of
Has Been Mapped

VI.

But his pet relaxation was reminis habit celled upon his duughter for
cence. His own experience had been verification.
"Didn't I, Paloma?"
Miss Palomu's answer was unexpect
wide, he knew everybody in his part
of the state, and although events in ed, and cuino with equal emphasis:
his telling were sometimes colored by "Nn vnll illiln't fnthof H'hn mluorullla
his rich Imagination, the information thing lost money."
Bluze was only momentarily dis
he could give wns often of the greatmayed. Then he Joined his visitor's
est value as Dave Law knew.
After a time the latter said, casually, laughter. "How can a man get along
"Tell me something about Tad Lewis." without the
of his own
Blaze looked up quickly. "What do household?" he Inquired naively. "Mayyou want to know?"
be It was next year I was thinking
"Anything. Everything."
about." Thereafter he confined him"Tad owns a right nice ranch be self to statements which required no
tween here and Las Palmas," Blaze corroboration.
Dave had long since learned that te
said cautiously.
Paloma broke out Impatiently. "Why hold Blaze Jones to a strict accountdon't you say what you think?" Then ability with fact was to rob his soto Dave: "Tad Lewis is a bad neigh ciety of Its greatest charm. A slavish
bor, and always has been. There's a accuracy In figures, an arid lack of
ford on bis place, and we think be Imagination, reduces conversation to
knows more about 'wet' cattle than the Insipidness of flat wine, and
he cares to tell."
Blaze's talk was never dull. He wns a
"It's a good place to cross stock at keen, shrewd, practical man, but somelow water," her father agreed, "and where In his being there was conLewis' land runs back from the Rio cealed a tremendous, lopsided sense
Grande in Its old Spanish form. It's of humor which took the form of a
bewildering imagery. An attentive au
a natural outlet for those brush-cou- n
try ranchos. But I haven't anything dience wns enough for him, and, once
against Tad except a natural dislike. his fancy was In full swing, there was
He stands well with some of our best no limit to his outrageous exaggerapeople, so I'm probably wrong. I usu- tions. A light of credulity In a henr-er-'s
eye filled him with prodigious
ally am."
"You can't call Ed Austin one of our mirth, and It is doubtful if his listenbest people," sharply objected Paloma. ers ever derived a frnctlon of the
"They claim that Brms are being amusement from his fabrications that
Pnloma's spirit
smuggled across to the rebels, Dave, he himself enjoyed.
of contradiction was the only fly In
and, if it's true, Ed Austin"
"Now, Paloma," her father remon his ointment; now that his daughter
strated mildly. "The regulars and the was old enough to "keep books" on
Joy was
river guards watched Lewis' ranch till him, much of the story-tellerthe embargo was lifted, and they never denied him.
Of course his proclivities occasioncaw anything."
"I believe Austin is a strong rebel ally led to misapprehensions; chance
acquaintances who recognized him as
sympathizer," Law ventured.
"Sure ! And him and the Lewis out an artful romancer were liable to confit are amigos.
If you go plrootln' sider him generally untruthful. But
around Tad's place you're moro'n apt even in this misconception Blaze took
to make yourself unpopular, Dave. I'd a quiet delight, secure in the knowlgrieve some to see you in a wooden edge that all who knew him well regarded him as a rock of Integrity. As
kimono. Tad's too well fixed to steal

Blaze Jones and His Neighbors.
Blaze Jones rode up to bis front gale
and dismounted In the shade of the big
ebony tree. He stepped back and ran
an approving eye over another animal
tethered there. Of course the youths
of this day were nothing like the
youths of his own, and yet Blaze let
his gaze linger fondly on the highbred
mare and her equipment here at least
was a person who knew a good horse,
a good saddle and a good gun.
As he came up the walk he heard
Paloma laugh, and his own face light
ened, for his daughter's merriment was
contagious.
Then as he mounted the
steps and turned the corner of the
"gallery" he uttered a hearty greeting.
"Dave Law! Where in the world
did you drop from?"
cattle, and tf he runs arms it's be
Law uncoiled himself and took the cause he's a 'galvanized Gringo' him
ranchman's hand. "Hello, Blaze
I self married a Mexican, you know."
been ordered down here to keep you
When mealtime drew near, both
straight"
Jones and his daughter urged their
"Pshaw! Now who's been giving guest to stay and. dine with them, and
you orders, Dave?"
Dave was glad to accept.
"Why, I'm with the Rangers."
'
"After supper Tm going to show you
"Never knew a word of it Last I our town," Blaze declared. "It's the
heard you was filibustering around finest city In south Texas, and grow
with the Maderistas."
Ing like a weed. All we need is good
Blaze seated himself with a grateful farmers. Those we've got are mostly
sigh where the breeze played over him.
students who leaped a
He was a big, bearltke, swarthy man drug counter expecting to 'light in the
deep-line- d
with the square-hewface lap of luxury. In the last outfit we
of a tragedian, and a head of long,
curly hair, which he wore parted In a
Une over his left ear. Jones was a
character, a local landmark. This part
of Texas had grown up with Bluze,
and he possessed a splendid indifference to the artificial fads of dress
and manners. He was plainly an outdoor man.
"So you're a Ranger, and got notches
on your gun." Blaze rolled and lit a
tiny cigarette, scarcely larger than a
wheat straw. "Well, you'd ought to
make a right able
Dave,
only for your size you're too long for
a man and you ain't long enough for a
snake. Still, I reckon a thief would
have trouble getting out of your reach,
and once you got close to him
How
many men have you killed?"
1

back-to-natu-

"You look like a brave fellow."
Jose swelled at this praise, and no
doubt would have made suitable an'
swer, but his employer held out her
hand, and General Longorlo bent over
raising It to his Hps. He called one
of his subordinates closer and ordered
"Counting Mexicans?" Law Inquired
that a lieutenant and six soldiers be
detached to act as an escort to Mrs, with a smile.
Austin's party. "Señora, the hours
"Nobody counts them."
will drag until I may see you
"Not many."
again and be of further service. Mean
"That's good." Blaze nodded and
while I shall be tortured with radiant relit his cigarette, which he had perdreams. Oo with God 1" For a second mitted promptly to smolder out. "The
time he bowed and kissed the hand he force ain't what it was. Most of the
held, then, taking Jo.so Sanchez intl boys nowadays Join so they can ride
mately by the arm, he turned to the a horse cross-lotpack a pair of
door.
guns, and give rein to the predilections
Dolores collapsed Into her seat with of a vicious ancestry. They're lad
an exclamation. "Caramba! The man rams, most of 'em."
Is a demon! And such eyes. Uf !"
"There aren't many," sold Fuloiaa.
Dolores was interrupted by Longo-rto'- s "Dave tells me the whole force has
voice beneath the open window. been cut down to sixteen."
"That's plenty," her father averred.
The general stood, cap in hand, hold
ing up to Alaire a solitary wlldflower "It's like when Cap'n Bill McDonild
which he had plucked beside the track. was sent to stop a riot In Dallas. He
"See !" he cried. "It is the color of came to town alone, and when the citiyour adorable eyes blue like the zens asked him where his men was,
sapphire gem." He placed the deli- he said' 'Ain't I enough? There's only
cate bloom In Alaire's fingers and was one riot.' Are you workln' up a case,
gone.
Dave?"
"Um-"Cuidado 1" breathed Dolores. "There
yes! People are missing a
Is blood on It; the blood of Innocents, lot of stock hereabouts."
"It's these blamed refugees from the
lie will burn for a million years In hell,
.hat man."
war! A Mexican has to steal someJose Sanchez came plowing into thing or he gets run down and pore.
Alaire's car, tremendously excited, If it ain't stock, It's something else."
Dave Law's duties as a Ranger rest"Look, señora I" he cried. "Look what
the general gave me," and he proudly ed lightly upon him; his instructions
dl"played Longorlo's service revolver, were vague, and he had a leisurely
round Jose's waist wns the cartridge method of "working up" his evidence.
Mt arJ holster that went with the Since he knew that Blaze possessed a
weapon.
"With his own hnnds he thorough knowledge of this section and
buckled it about me, and he said, Its people, It was partly business which
'Jose, something tells roe you are a had brought him to the Jones home
devil for bravery. Guard your mistress this afternoon.
Strictly speaking, Blaze was not a
with your life, for If any mishap
her I shall cut out your heart rancher. He had specujated heavily in
with my own hands.' Those were his raw lands, and for several years past
very words, señora. Caramba ! There he had devoted his energies to a
gantlc colonization scheme. It was by
Is k man to die for."
For was this the last of Longorlo's no means a small operation In which
dramatic surprises. Shortly after the he was engaged. The ventme had
train had .got under way the lieutenant taken foresight courage, infinite hnrfl
in command of Alaire's guard brought work; Blaze was burdened with responsibilities that would have broken
her a airoil package, saying:
gúaoraS oiumanded me to hand down a man of weaker fiber.
thief-catche- r,

It
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be-ful- ls
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"I Believe Austin Is a Strong Rebel

Sympathizer."
sold there wasn't three men that knew
which end of a mule to put the collar
on. But they'll learn. Nature's with
'em, and so am L God supplies 'em
with all the fresh air and sunshine
they need, and when they want anything else they come to Old Blaze.
Ain't that right Paloma?"
"Yes, father."
Paloma Jones had developed wonderfully since Dave Law'had last seen
her. She had grown Into a most wholesome and attractive young woman,
with an honest, humorous pair of
brown eyes. During dinner she did
her part with a grace that made watching her a pleasure, and the Ranger
found it a great treat to sit at her
table after his strenuous scouting days
in the mesqulte.
"I'm glad to hear Jonesvllle Is prosperous," he told his host. "And they
say you're in everything."
"That's right; and prosperity's no
name for it Everybody wants Blaze
to have a finger in the pie. I'm Interested In the bank, the sugar mill, the
Say,
hardware store, the Ice plant
the 'ce plant's a luxury for a town this
sizo. D'you know what I made out of

it last

's

a matter of fact, his genuine exploits
were quite as sensational as those of
his manufacture.
When, after supper, Blaze had
hitched a pair of driving mules to his
buckboard, preparatory to showing his
guest the glories of Jonesvllle, Dave
said:
'Taloma's getting mighty pretty."
"She's as pretty as a
flower," he father agreed. "And she
runs me around something scandalous.
I ain't got the freedom of a peon."
Blaze sighed and shook his shaggy
head. "You know me, Dave; I never
used to be scared of nobody. Well, it's
different now. She rides me with a
Spanish bit, and my soul ain't my
own." With a sudden lightening of his
gloom, he added : "Say, you're going to
stay right here with us as long as
you're in town; I want you to see how
I cringe."
In spite of Blaze's plaintive tone it
was patent that he was inordinately
proud of Paloma and well content with
blue-bonn-

tho
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"Did anybody call me while I
out?" asked Mr. Gadspur.
"Yes, sir," answered the office
"A lady did."
"A lady, eh?"
"Yes, sir. But I think It was
Gadspur."
"What did she say?"
"She said, 'Is that Green Hill
Then I said,
Then she said, 'Summon
Gadspur to the 'phone at once.' "
"Ahem. Yes, that was Mrs.

ward's attention.
New England growers have started
i movement to take advantage of this
ruling to help them solve their raarket-Ji- g
problem. The prospect which the
rowers of this group of states face
M that of handling
43,000.000 bushels
of the entire
if potatoes
Dnlted States crop without causing spur."
in overstocked market and the result-n- g
loss of all profit on the crop.
The growers communicated with lo-ral authorities In their respective
ttates, who in turn laid the situation
lefore the food administration. A conference between the growers, local authorities and experts from the food
tdmlnlstratlon was held recently at
Boston, Mass. A plan of action was
napped out at this meeting which in- iludes the following :
1. Marketing of only
of the
crop at harvest time; another third in
90 days, or placing In storage and later
distributed as demand affords opportunity; the remaining third to be
stored by the grower and marketed
throughout the year.
2. All potatoes to be graded with
care, taking out culls, cuts, cracks and
any that are bruised. It was recommended that a wire screen grader be
one-tent- h

was
boy.

Mrs.

'Yes-sum-

.'

Mr.
Gad

WORTHY CAUSE.

one-thir-

mesh
used one and
h
mesh
for oblong tubers and
First Hobo I'm takln' up a collecfor round ones. Graded stock then to tion to build him a monument.
sacks
be placed In good
Secoud Hobo Who?
one hundred and fifteen pounds to the
First Hobo De Inventor of the
sack and the sacks sewed tightly so vacuum cleaner ; think of gettlu'
as to prevent shucking and bruising.
spruced up without water?
8. Increasing the load in each rail
road car from the normal 80,000
Flexing His Muscles.
pounds. That these cars can be un
"This doctor says people who lead
loaded within 24 to 36 hours of their sedentary Uves should take some form
arrival at destination.
of exercise."
and other
4. That municipalities
"I have a clerk who must have conbodies provide storage for as large sulted that doctor."
quantities as possible at the peak of
"Yes?"
the harvest.
"He stretches and yawns the whole
D.
Lou
"A storage house," said
day through."
Sweet, who attended this meeting,
"such as will conform to the require
A Good Guess.
ments laid down by the Federal Reserve
"Well, I guesi It'e time to go."
board, does not call for a specially
Said he, as the clock struck ten;
"I hope," the weary maid replied,
There are Innumer
house.
"You won't have to guesa again."
which, if properly
able buildings,
cleaned, ventilation provided, and manFarmer's Daughter.
aged so as to maintain a temperature
"I dare say the family of this Haof about 85 degrees, will answer ad- waiian dancer are rather wild."
mirably for this purpose.
"The people she left back home, eh?"
"This year the United States planted
"That's It."
Its potato crop from the poorest qual- "Oh, I don't know about that. Howwent
th
ever
into
ity of seed that
ever, I wouldn't be surprised if her
ground, and naturally the harvest will
ate pie with his knife and moStrict father
be potatoes of poor quality.
tored to town In a flivver."
common-senspacking,
grading, careful
storage, and careful shipping are
To Be Sure.
necessary to Insure Just returns to the
The intoxicated citizen could navigrowers who have responded to the gate no farther.
president's call for Increased produc"Call a wheelbarrow!" exclaimed a
tion of potatoes."
facetious man.
two-Inc-

two-bush-

h

dest enthusiasm. He pointed out the
Odd Fellows hall, the Palace Picture
theater, with is glnring orange lights
and discordant electric piano; be con
ducted Law to the First National
bank, of which Blaze wus a proud but
somewhat ornamental director; then
to the sugar mill, the ice plant and
other points of equally novel Interest,
Everywhere
he went Jones was
hailed by friends,
for everybody
seemed to know him and to want to
shake his hand.

"Some town and some body of men,
eh?" he Inquired, finally, and Dave
agreed :
"Yes. She's got a grand framework,
Blnze. She'll be most as big as Fort
Worth when you fatten her up."
Jones waved his buggy whip in a
wide circle that took in the miles of
level prairie on all sides. "We've got
the whole blamed state to grow In
And, Dave, I haven't got an enemy in
the place! It wasn't many years ago
that certain people allowed I'd never
live to raise this town. Why, it used
to be that nobody dared ride with
me except Paloma, and she used to
sleep with a shotgun at her bedside."
"You sure have been a responstb'.l
Ity to her."
"But I'm as safe now as if I was In
church."

Dave
prising
Texans
plans.

Law turns up some surevidence against certain
and he makes Important
It's all H the next In-

stallment.
(TO BJfl CONTINUED.)

The Ready Reckoner.
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THE VOICE OF AUTHORITY.

y

e

Grugs Do you know any reliable ruis
for estimating th& cost of living?
"Twenty-sevethousand dollars !"
Stubbs 1 do. You take your lneouu
The father of Jonesvllle spoke proudwhatever that may be and add 1
Impressively,

Washington.
Means of conserving
the nation's potato supply in the most
effective manner have been worked
out by food administration officials.
They have Issued the following state
ment:
Unusual firclllties for financing stór-ige are offered American potato grow-r-s
as a result of war conditions. Tho
federal reserve system Is at their dis
posal, and farmers who store their 1917
potato crop In approved local ware--'
louses, may obtain, upon their storage
receipts,
loans from member
anks of the reserve system at a rate
lot to exceed 6 per cent. Mr. Lou D.
3weet, potato expert with the food
in
was instrumental
irlnglng this matter to the reserve

his serfdom.
Jonesvllle proved to be a typical
Texas town of the modern variety, and
altogether different to the pictured
frontier village. All in all, the effect
was nmch like that of a prosperous,
orderly northern farming town. To Its
happy founder It seemed well-nigper
feet, and Its destiny roused his mad- SHE HAD WAYWARD DAUGHTER

year?"
"I've no Idea."

ly

Action

Out

per wnt"

Richmond

Times-Dispatc-
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Neighbor Was Surprised When She
Found Cause ef Severe Rebuke
Administered by Mother.

'The idea of making a foolish remark like that I" said a
woman, who was passing. "There are
no wheelbarrows anywhere about here.
Someone should call a taxi."
kind-hearte- d

DELIGHTED.

'A lady living In a large apartment
house relates the following :
"I had occasion one day to visit the
apartment of a neighbor. Such grave
and earnest tones of remonstrance
reached my ears, as I approached my
friend's room, that I hesitated about
Intruding. I found her winsome young
daughter with her, and the mother had
evidently been rebuking her, for the
girl's face was flushed, and there were
tears In her eyes.
"Come In," said my friend. "I have
finished what I was saying to Jenny,
and I hope she will remember my
wishes."
these chil"Ah, these children
dren I" thought I to myself.
"I have Just been telling her," continued my friend, "that she must not
wear her evening gloves when she goe
shopping In the morning. In the first
place, it is not genteel; and in the
second place, it is extravagant."
Her evening gloves! And yet I assure you, her tone and expression, and
the impression made on the child,
would have befitted a serious wrongdoing one that had issues tn time

and eternity.

Wlipy- -

month.
Hubby
Wlfey

magazine is fine this

Is It?
dear; seven pages of
reading matter and only 279 of incu
bator and flower seed ads.
Yes,

Buy Outright, Is War Plan.
Gets $1,000 Now.
Secretary
Washington.
of Com"What have you there?"
merce Redfleld announced that the
"The Ufe story of a famous dancer.
conference representing all Interested It seems that she started at the very
departments of ths government has bottom."
completed Its study of war contracts.
"What do you mean by the 'very bot
Where conditions of manufacture torn?' "
are particularly Involved the confer"Why, a paltry $100 a week."
ence recommends a contract in which
a specified sum is awarded as the
A Real Test
profit on each article, Instead of makJack It's always best to write sentiing the profit a percentage of the cost mental poetry to your sweetheart
This recommendation will do away
Dick Why?
with the tendency to Incrense costs to
It'B
Jack If she doesn't laugh at
increase profits.
a sure sign she truly loves you.

it
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Local News
Terry, of Billings, Okla.
sends us a two year subscription
and declj res his interest in this
mesa warrents it. He says he will
sell his land here when he finds
any one wanting a good farm at
a good prica. Wheat and oats crops
are good with him but corn a
failure. Lots of rain will make
them a feed crop.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Dissolution Sale

B. C.

TO) IT TIT

-

JTUJ
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Mrs. Hahn, of Solano brought
her little daughter, five year's old
to the Plumlee Hospital Saturday
and had her tonsils and adenoids
removed. She is getting along
just fine and will be better ready
to start to school this fall.

Owing to a dissolution of partnership we will offer at Public Auction, on
;

Tuesday and Wednesday,

FOR SALE- :- Span mules, 5
and 6 years old, well broke and
well matched. Nearly new wagon and harness. Apply to Frank
Lukasek, Route "A" Roy, N. M.
or enquire at this" office.

1

An '"Old timer" from La Cinta
handed us a year's subscription
last week with the injunction to
send him the paper but keep his
name out of it. We can only
guess (or reckon) that being an
old bachcllor, he intends to get
married or else he has been in
some mischeif. Anyway it will
have to be pretty bad if we tell
it on him.
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The town of Mills is located on the El Paso and Southwestern Railway
79 miles northwest of Tucumcari, 50 miles south of Dawson, the largest
coal mining camp in the west, and 31 miles south of French, the junction
of the E. P. & S. W. and Santa Fe Railways.

T. E. Lucero, of Ordway, Colorado, will read the
in future to keep in touch with his
friends in Roy.
S--

I have two good
mules for sale, They are bigfel-bw- s
and the making of a fine
team. The price is right. See me
3 miles east and 2
north of
Solano.
30M1 Pd.
John Meyrs.
two-year-o- ld

1--
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Water

of winter wheat, corn, beans, rye,
oats, forage crops, fruit and vegetables is not only safe, but profitable. Winter wheat, corn and beans
are the principal crops grown on
the mesa.

The district of Mills has, at shallow depth, an inexhaustible supply
of pure fresh water, which flows in
abundance from springs near the
town, and is tapped by wells thru-othe community.

2

Mrs. Kate Dunbar, of Tucum-car- i,
came, to Roy Wednesday
and is visiting friends here. She
is remembered as a pioneer in
Roy.

ut

SCHOOLS
Mills has outgrown its present

Soil

The preaching services Sunday
night by Rev. Meredith, of Maxwell was not held owing to the
bad roads we suppose.

school capacity. The Townsite Company has donated a block on Wilson Ave. & Fulton St. for the new
School Building for which plans are
now being made. The Building is to
be either of brick or stone and
modern in every respect.

The great area of farming land
around Mills is of a dark, chocolate
loam, with a soil depth cf from three
to five feet, under which a lime basis

Homer Holmes is now with
Battery "E" 13th Field Artillery
now stationed at Fort Bliss, He
complained to Prof. Russell last
week that he does not get his
but it is his fault.

found. This gives the soil a loose
fertile texture, making conditions
ideal for crop production.
is

S--

Mills has three Church organizations: the Methodist, Baptist, and

Eight years of farming has proved
beyond all question that the raising

Francisco Baca, called Saturday
for a visit and to keep his subscription going.
He and his
daughter were in an auto accident recently when Mr. Gallegos
upset his new ford. He is still
suffering some inconvenience
from injuries received. His daughter was also injured but not
seriously. Mr. Baca is one of the
pioneer school teachers of the
state and has a family of whom
any father might well be proud.

Christian.

Wilson Company s investment in and around Mills, represents more than
00, their investment5in Mills is represented by their large wholesale and retail mercantile store,$400,000.
one of ' the largest
hank,
and best Flour Mills and Elevators in the state, Oil Station, Lumber Yard.
There are two other General
ii ?e?'
Hotels,

S
Machine Shop,
,e' HosPlta1' Hardware Store,
Meat Market Weekly Newspaper and Telephone System.

ílliP0
XFRIVm OÍ OaiCe
Interest on deferred payments.

Garage,

Blacksmith Shop,

Two Barber Shops,

Two

A Bid is a Sale' No Reserve Bids Every Lot Goes at the Price Offered.
One third of purchase price CASH,
3
Six Months after Sale, Balance November 1st, 1918. 6 percent
6 percent discount on full purchase price for cash on amounts over $10.00.
All amounts Under $10. Cash.

Fred Fluhmann renews a subto his father, Fred
Fluhmann at Georgetown, Texas,
Fred is making a better crop than
ever th3 year and drives to town
in his automobile. He has set
the pace for successful farming
scription

in his community.

5

T. L. Courtney, of Scammon,
Kansas, is interested in New
Mexico to the extent of arranging to read the
for a year.

a

Col. F. O. WHITE, Auc tioneer,
v

S--

ESFOR SALE:- - A
Eclipse
"JVindmill, in good repair, direct
stroKe. Will sell it right.
T. K. PINT 2 miles east and 2
south of Roy.
,

Owners,
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Clara Martin went to
Mills Monday to visit at the C.F.
Leonhard home for a time.
Miss

Stomach and

LiverTroubles

No end of misery and actual suffering is caused by disorders of the stomach and liver, and may be avoided by
the use of Chamberlain's Tablets.
Give them a trial. Tbey only cost a

quarter.

Why the Dull Man Is Cruel.
Rev. Meredith of Maxwell and
In the Woman's Homo Companion
Rev, Locheridge of Springer, call Arnold Bennett 1ms itn interesting
ed Wednesday morning to exto prove that the (lull man Is n
plain their absence Sunday even- bad man. Among other indictments
he
the following: "The dull
ing. They were stuck hard and man makes
has no Imagination.
He docs not
fast in a mudhole near Henry possess the faculty of putting himself
Farr's and didn't get out till In the other idan's place. Therefore
he is certain to blunder, to be unjust
next day- - They express regrtt and
to be cruel, lie cannot bo
Miss Theresa Matthews return and will come another
time.
ed Saturday from her vacation of
two weeks and is again at her
Che Was Shy.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Willcox
place in the office of the Goodman
Morton, while visiting the
Mercantile Co. She has been ( ntertained a party of friends at itore, begcpf for everything he saw,
hundred Monday evening. ut after being refused said: "Mother,
visiting at Wagon Mound and
vhy are you so ba.hful with your"
Luncheon
followed the game.
La3 Vegas.
none.r?"

misunderstanding caused a
delay in the car of tractors that
was to arrive this week.
G. K,
Abernathy's and Leonhard's
tractors have been shipped but
the rest are held up for a time.
A

1

a

Memorial to Key.
James Lick, n California millionaire,
who died in 1S7G, bequeathed the sura
of ifCO.tXK) for the erection of n bronze
monument in Golden. Gate park, Sun
Francisco, in honor of Francis Scott
Key, author of "The
Banner." The monument Is 50 feet
high, In the form of a double arch, under which a bronze statue of Key is
seated. The arch supports a bronze
figure representing America, with an
unfolded flag. Key died la Baltimore,
January 11, 1843.
Star-Spangl-

.

ten-ce-

'

Not Even

Needs of the Child.
The child needs the kinds of food
that make blood, bone and muscle so
ho should always have cereal for
breakfast. Cornmeal Is excellent and
oats are favorites with a nation noted
for Its good health, the Scotch. Here
Is what the doctor says about milk:
"The child may not like milk he
should be encouraged to try It in various ways. The growing child needs
milk, nil of It, and the skimmed variety does not answer the purpose at
all. The fat plays an important part
In the development of the little body."

Fifty-Flft-

Humanity is unequally divided
Where Is She?
those who can't stand prosperity
Gafre Harkln sez, "What has becum
Bid those who can't get any to stand. of th ole time telefum girl who useter
-- Cincinnati Times-StaV
;ive you yer number right away?"
be-we-

r.

